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Yemeni Museums at Risk
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War in Yemen not only led to a humanitarian disaster, it also destroyed the cultural heritage of
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Yemen. The project Yemeni Museums at Risk aims to safeguard and archive museum objects in
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Yemen and is dedicated to the preservation of Yemeni museum inventories which are threatened
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by the effects of war and by pillaging as well as by problems related to the adequate storage of the
objects in a war situation. This applies more particularly to the almost 140,000 objects that make
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up the collection of the national museum in Sana’a. This collection is in acute danger because of
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the war. The project helps the Yemeni Antiquities Authority (General Organisation of Antiquities
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and Museums) to reorganise its storage depots, to appropriately store the objects and to manage
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their archiving and digital documentation.
The digital archiving system not only makes it possible to track the objects on the international
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antiquities market but also promotes its long-term use for research purposes.
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By making a donation you can support the project Yemeni Museums at Risk and help to supply
Yemeni museum collaborators with necessary equipment and training courses.
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INTO THE REALM OF THE DEAD PERSEPHONE (Roman: Proserpina) was abducted by the god of the underworld on his chariot. Her mother Demeter
(Roman: Ceres), goddess of fertility and harvest, became so sad about this that the earth dried up. Hades (Roman: Pluto) had to agree that Persephone
would from then on live part of the year on earth and part of the year on earth – which was summer – and part of the year – which was winter – with him
in the underworld. The abduction of Persephone was a popular scene on ancient sarcophagi as on this Roman sarcophagus dated to the 3rd century AD.
Photo: D-DAI-ROM-62.808

In the Realm of the Dead
For many the way in which past societies dealt with death and
with their dead exercises a great fascination. The concepts of the
afterlife in ancient Egypt, Greek funerary rites, Roman tombs and
large-scale necropolises attest to the position occupied by death
and burial during Antiquity.
Various aspects of sepulchral culture from early societies are
investigated in several DAI projects. These projects cover the

More is visible from above …
Archaeological data are not only generated by
carrying out excavations. Prior to an excavation
preliminary work is carried out, so-called surveys.
These also include aerial photographs using
UAV systems (UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle),
also known as drones.
O U R T I T L E P I C T U R E shows a fully automated drone (at left)
prior to its start in Öcsöd, Hungary. The aerial photographs are
completed by additional geophysical investigations, scientific soil
analyses and the analysis of satellite images – invariably in collaboration with specialists. The most varied modern technologies
are used to collect the most diverse data which yield rich information that makes it possible to write
or complete the history of a site or a region. Read more about the implementation of innovative
technologies from page 36. Photo: Höhler-Brockmann

MUMIFIED MONKS in the necropolis of
the monastery of St. Paulos / Deir el-Bachît
(6th-10th century AD) in Thebes-West (Egypt).
Excavations have been carried out at the
monastery of St. Paulos since 2017 as part of
a cooperation project between the Cairo
Department of the DAI and the Institute for
the Study of Ancient Culture at the Austrian
Academy of Sciences in Vienna.
Photo: F. Oppitz © DAI/ÖAW

study of burial architecture and grave goods as well as the search
for the causes of disease and death and the analysis of tomb
inscriptions.
Archaeological research meets the realm of the dead in many
different ways.

READ MORE ABOUT THIS ISSUE IN THE NEXT VOLUME!

EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL

DEAR READERS,

Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Friederike Fless
President of the German
Archaeological Institute
Photo: Kuckertz

Public perception of archaeology fluctuates between Hollywood archaeologists
such as Lara Croft or Indiana Jones, treasure hunting and a romantic idea of excavating. However, archaeology is no
longer synonymous with the search for
precious objects. Today archaeology
means understanding the social and cultural dynamic of past societies. To this
end the analysis of human-environment
relationships is accorded major importance. The way in which ancient societies
reacted to environmental stress by developing innovations and durable solutions,
some of which are still used today, for
example as regards water management,
is followed up by today’s archaeologists.
Complex questions can only be answered
by research programmes that are just
as complex. So many disciplines today

cooperate on the exploration of Antiquity
and implement various methods. Modern
excavations thus increasingly turn into
high-tech investigations. “Archaeology
meets High-Tech” therefore is the main
focus of the new issue of the magazine
“Archaeology Worldwide”. This issue presents highlights from various projects
carried out by the German Archaeological
Institute and is designed to thank the
many cooperation partners.
I wish you stimulating reading,
Yours,

Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Friederike Fless
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Photo exhibition of Syrian cultural heritage

STATE SECRETARY ANTJE LEENDERTSE
inaugurates the ceremonial event commemorating the 190th anniversary of the
DAI with a welcome speech by the Federal
Foreign Ministry. Photo: Paasch

From 18th September to 26th October 2019 the exhibition “A Place
and a Story: Memories of Syria in Archival Photos” (Bir Mekân, Bir
Hikâye: Suriye Arşiv Fotoğraflarında İnsan Belleği) at the Khas
gallery of the Kadir Has University in Istanbul evoked Syria’s
cultural heritage.

190th anniversary of the DAI
Ceremonial event in Berlin
On 17th May 2019 the German Archaeological Institute celebrated
its 190th anniversary with a Science Day in Berlin. During a full-day
research colloquium the DAI departments and commissions gave
short presentations. In her closing speech, the president of the
DAI, Friederike Fless, took the over 500 participants on a journey
through the institute’s history and current research.
On this occasion, it became evident what State Secretary Antje
Leendertse, representative of the Federal Foreign Ministry,
had stressed in her opening speech at the evening ceremony:
archaeological work is no longer to do with “ancient stones” but
rather participates in the active shaping of future and politics with
a view to safeguarding the cultural heritage of humanity.

NEWS

Bir Mekân, Bir Hikâye –
			 a place and a story

An accompanying research fair including 18 stands provided
insights into the projects carried out by the departments
and commissions. On the stands DAI collaborators explained
cutting-edge technologies and instruments ranging from the
archaeocopter to laser scanning. Digital and printed 3D models
of the imperial palaces on the Palatine Hill, the royal palaces
in Mustang/Nepal, and what was probably the earliest multistoreyed building in Africa as well as the Palmyra landscape
illustrated the wide spectrum of research projects. Visitors to the
fair had the opportunity to go on a virtual tour through the Maya
pyramids of UNESCO World Heritage site of Copán or through the
subterranean world of the Domitilla catacombs in Rome. Handson reconstructions of ancient musical instruments and the earliest
trousers from China made archaeological research immediately
tangible.

The exhibition was jointly inaugurated by the Istanbul Department
of the DAI, the Rezan Has Museum and the Kadir Has University.
It was based on photographs from DAI archives, the Museum
of Islamic Art in Berlin, the Max von Oppenheim photographic
collection and private collections. The pictures show Syrian
historical architecture and cultural heritage sites as well as images
of everyday life. They were accompanied by recorded interviews
in which Syrians who had fled the country share memories of their
life in Syria. The combination of archive photographs and personal
memories impressively demonstrates the effects that the war in
Syria has on people as well as on the common cultural heritage.
The exhibition was organised as part of the research programme
“Stewards of Cultural Heritage” in which cultural heritage specialists
who fled to Turkey are trained at the Istanbul Department. The
programme is part of the project “Zero Hour – A future after the
Crisis” which is funded by the Federal Foreign Office.
“Stewards of Cultural Heritage” is also supported by the Gerda
Henkel foundation. In 2019 it was the winner of the Europa Nostra
Awards
(www.europeanheritageawards.eu/winners/stewardscultural-heritage-germany). The local award ceremony took place
on the occasion of the exhibition opening in Istanbul.

Important research data sets related to Syria were digitised
within the Syrian Heritage Archive Project (SHAP) by the Museum
of Islamic Art/SMB and the German Archaeological Institute.
Some of the photographs shown in the exhibition originate from
the archives of the Syrian Heritage Archive Project. As part of the
heritage preservation programme, the SHAP is funded by the
Federal Foreign Office.
More information about the Syrian Heritage Archive Project:
https://arachne.dainst.org/project/syrher
https://syrian-heritage.org/

A TRILINGUAL (TURKISH,
ARAB, ENGLISH) EXHIBITION
CATALOGUE WAS PUBLISHED.

All the conferences held at the colloquium are available on the
DAI youtube channel: www. youtube.com/dainst

From April to October a special anniversary blog provided
exclusive insights into 190 DAI projects. For further reading:
https://www.dainst.blog/190JahreDAI/

HANDS-ON ARCHAEOLOGY: at the research fair the DAI departments
and commissions presented highlights, for example the earliest
trousers in the world, virtual tours through the Maya pyramids using
VR headsets or reconstructions of ancient musical instruments to try
out. Photo: Paasch
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THE EXHIBITION “A PLACE AND A STORY: MEMORIES
OF SYRIA IN ARCHIVAL PHOTOS” was inaugurated
on 17th September 2019 in Istanbul. Photo: Polat

Herkunft der Doktoranden

THIS YEAR 16 DOCTORAL STUDENTS FROM VARYING DISCIPLINES PARTICIPATED.
Photo: Latova
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FISH?

SINCE 2006 Casa de Velázquez and
the DAI Madrid have been carrying
out joint workshops intended for
international young researchers.
Map: Puch

		 CONCHES?

Promotion of junior researchers
MADRID DEPARTMENT
Since 2006 the Casa de Velázquez (CdV) – École des Hautes Études
Hispaniques et Ibériques – and the Madrid Department of the DAI
have been organising a joint annual one-week doctoral workshop,
in which international junior researchers are offered a forum of
current, open, critical and constructive debate. The 13th workshop
in June 2019 focused on the theme ‘Raising a Wall. Objectives –
Implementations – Consequences’ and dealt with the building
of separation walls and symbolic boundary drawing. Based on
case studies stemming from their respective doctoral theses, the
participants debated the technical, political and social aspects
which are connected with the raising of walls. The temporal
framework extended from the second millennium BC until the
present day. The participants were supported by internationally
renowned specialists as mentors.
With regard to the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin wall, the
ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany in Spain, Wolfgang
Dold, invited the participants to the workshop and other guests
to the ceremonial act at the German embassy in Madrid. There,
the president of the German Archaeological Institute, Friederike
Fless, spoke about “Boundaries and Border
Experiences during Antiquity”.

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL:
BUILDING SURVEY FOR ARCHAEOLOGISTS
During archaeological excavations building remains are regularly
discovered, which have to be documented and interpreted.
The discipline of building archaeology specialises in this. Basic
knowledge about the documentation of ancient buildings is
also highly relevant for archaeologists. Building archaeologist
Dr.-Ing. Felix Arnold (DAI Madrid) in collaboration with
Dr.-Ing. Heike Lehmann (University of Cologne) therefore organised a one-week advanced workshop for young archaeologists
in September 2019. The participants came from Germany, Turkey,
Russia, France, Italy and Spain. The course took place at the
World Heritage site of Madinat al-Zahra (Spain). The participants
were trained in the documentation, description and analysis
of buildings. The workshop focused on traditional manual
measurements and the description of building remains. Indeed,
although new technological procedures have largely simplified
the three-dimensional documentation of building remains, the
pencil remains an essential instrument, that makes it possible to
document observations in building archaeology and therefore
to create a basis for the analysis and
interpretation of buildings. The course
was taught in cooperation with the
Conjunto Arqueológico de Madinat
al-Zahra.

OR PERHAPS WOOD?

DRAWING IS THINKING: the summer school
in Madinat al-Zahra provided insights into
issues and methods of building archaeology
to young archaeologists. Photo: Arnold
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PAPYRI SUCH AS THIS ONE WERE PRESERVED PRIMARILY
IN ANCIENT EGYPT. They are studied by papyrology, the
science of editing, interpreting and elaborating texts written
on papyrus.
Photo: © Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – Ägyptisches Museum
and Papyrussammlung, S. Steiß, P 11532.

Thin sections (thickness: 0.08 millimetres), enlarged
50 times under the microscope, reveal a disease affecting
the osseous tissue, which is called osteopetrosis or
marble bone disease

The DAI reinforces cooperation and
the promotion of junior researchers
A joint appointment with the LMU Munich
The promotion of junior researchers is one of the tasks of the
German Archaeological Institute. Alongside traditional forms
such as the travel grant which has been granted since 1859 and
positions intended for scientific qualification, the DAI is for the
first time creating a joint appointment with a university. Together
with the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich (LMU) the DAI
will establish a junior chair for papyrology in a joint appointment
procedure. The Commission for Ancient History and Epigraphy
(AEK) of the DAI in Munich is closely connected to the LMU Munich
through scientific cooperation and lectureships for commission
members. The joint work at the Münchner Zentrum für Antike
Welten (MZAW) at the LMU was a preparatory step. Particular focus
is on the shared promotion of doctoral students, for example at
the Munich Graduate School for Ancient Studies “Distant Worlds”.
Yet, the junior professorship takes the post-doctoral qualification
stage into consideration.

At German universities papyrology is one of the exotic disciplines
that are taught only at a few locations. At the same time, many
of the ancient texts written on papyrus have not yet been edited
and still new texts and fragments of texts are discovered on
excavations. The expertise of the AEK is precisely located at this
interface between archaeology and fundamental research. It
contributes to the education of young researchers in the field
of the editing of ancient inscriptions, coins and soon also papyri.
Research is in most cases carried out in situ at the antique sites
and incorporates the concrete, archaeologically investigated
context into the study and scientific analysis of the texts. The
Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich and the DAI Commission
for Ancient History and Epigraphy are given the opportunity to
reinforce their cooperation through the jointly appointed junior
professorship and to more strongly pool their expertise as regards
the education of junior researchers.

IN VARIOUS FORMS AND COOPERATIONS
the DAI Commission for Ancient History and
Epigraphy promotes the qualification of
junior researchers.
Photo: Schropp
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OSTEOPETROSIS
The longitudinal section through the femoral
head shows that the generally spongy bone
structure is highly densified and presents a
marblelike aspect. Photo: Gresky

The bone stems from a Neolithic burial discovered in Maliq
(Albania), dated to the 5th millennium BC. This is the most
ancient case of marble bone disease known so far. In this rare
hereditary disease, bone substance is constantly generated and
no longer dissolved. The bones become heavy and massive, but
not stronger; bone fragility instead increases. The individual
in Albania – it could not be determined whether a man or a
woman – also suffered from several bone fractures. He or she
died at an age between 20 and 30 years, probably because of
complications that were related to this rare genetic defect.

Dr. Julia Gresky (DAI Division of Natural Sciences), who had
identified the bone, used this discovery as an opportunity to
organise the international meeting “1st Workshop on Ancient
Rare Diseases (W.A.R.D.)”, which took place in February 2019 in
Berlin. Specialists of human medicine, genetics, palaeopathology
and archaeology for the first time debated the issue “Rare
diseases in the past” from the Stone Age to Modern Times. In
order to reinforce the interdisciplinary networking related to
“rare diseases” several webinars followed this year.
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n 2018 the Joint Science Conference
of the Federal Government and the
Länder (GWK) has decided upon a
large-scale project: the development of
a national research data infrastructure
(NFDI). The NFDI will systematically
collect, store, make accessible and
(inter-)nationally connect data sets
originating from science and research.
Such a research data infrastructure
can only be developed by scientists
and as a joint responsibility of all the
participants.

RESEARCH DATA
IN ARCHAEOLOGY
On the way to NFDI4Objects

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH GENERATES LARGE QUANTITIES OF
DATA, WHICH HAVE TO BE PROCESSED AND DEVELOPED.
Photos from left to right: picture alliance/akg-image; Grunwald; Gauss;
Khanoussi; Model: DAI Division of Building Archaeology/Lehrstuhl für
Vermessungskunde, BTU Cottbus; Gauss

ARCHAEOLOGY WORLDWIDE
has interviewed the co-speakers of the
initiative “Research Data Infrastructure
for the Material Remains of Human
History” (NFDI4Objects).
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DR. PHILIPP VON RUMMEL
is General Secretary of the German
Archaeological Institute since 2014. In collaboration with Prof. Dr. Alexandra Busch and
Prof. Dr. Kai-Christian Bruhn he participates
into the initiative NFDI4Objects.
Photo: Kuckertz

PROF. DR. ALEXANDRA W. BUSCH
is the General Director of the RömischGermanisches Zentralmuseum (RGZM) –
Leibniz Research Institute for Archaeology in
Mainz and professor for Roman Archaeology
at the Johannes Gutenberg University of
Mainz (JGU). As a research institute for
archaeology the RGZM is active worldwide.
Photo: © S. Steidl/RGZM

Why do you favour the digital world and engage in
research data management in archaeology?
P. von Rummel: First of all, this is linked to the archaeological
research process. During an excavation layers that were created
over time are removed and thus also the archaeological contexts.
Documentation has therefore always played a particular role.
Today this is no longer done on paper but increasingly digitally.
And the DAI works worldwide, so you can imagine the huge
quantities of data that are generated.

PROF. DR. KAI-CHRISTIAN BRUHN
is professor at the University for Applied
Sciences in Mainz and carries out research at
i3mainz, Institute for spatial Information and
Surveying Technology. He is the director of
the Mainz Centre for Digitality in Humanities
and Cultural Studies and heads the interuniversity master’s degree “Digital Methods
in Humanities and Cultural Studies”.
Photo: Schwerdtfeger [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)]

K.-C. Bruhn: And these methods have undergone very rapid
development over the last few decades. As part of the i3mainz
project my colleagues from geodesy and I are developing digital
documentation methods for cultural heritage. At the same time
I am engaged in the mainzed, the Mainz Centre for Digitality
in Humanities and Cultural Studies, which jointly meets the
challenges of information technologies and also anchors these
in education. There are still new possibilities being developed
to document objects and even entire landscapes. But this also
brings new challenges, for example new and heterogeneous
data formats.

IN NOVEMBER 2013 THE JOINT SCIENCE CONFERENCE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE LÄNDER
DECIDED TO ESTABLISH A GERMAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES (RFII).
Its role is to improve the transparency of the
developments and processes in the field
of information infrastructures as well as to
support the development and mediation
of German positions in European and
international debates.
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So this is not only a matter of archaeology?
A. W. Busch: The digital change also brings great challenges
as regards collection objects in museums. This concerns not
only the digital registration and preservation of archaeological
objects and their contexts. A key challenge is also to adequately
describe the variety of information inherent to the objects or
obtained from research carried out on the objects. As a research
museum in the Leibniz Association our institutes and restoration
laboratories collect not only natural science analysis data related
to origin or material composition but also measurement data
related to the manufacture and use of objects. This means we are
dealing with very heterogeneous data sets.

P. von Rummel: Today numerous disciplines and many different
institutions – for example universities, museums, heritage
offices and research institutions – collaborate to explore the
past. Objects, buildings, bones and ancient DNA traces in the soil
are important sources for us. In order to use these, archaeology
cooperates with building architecture, history and numerous
natural sciences and geosciences. In digital networking many
fundamental problems are identical regardless of disciplines,
institutions and boundaries. So it is also a matter of generating
synergies, of building on existing experiences and solutions and
of filling gaps.
K.-C. Bruhn: Today we work at the interface of computer sciences
and we collaborate with geosciences, for example as regards
remote sensing. Material object research with historical depth
can contribute substantially to issues related to climate and
environment history. To this end, it is important that the data
archives be combined.

THE MAINZ CENTRE FOR DIGITALITY IN HUMANITIES AND CULTURAL STUDIES
is an open network for the pooling of digital expertise in the Humanities at the scientific location Mainz.
http://mainzed.org

The council is an interface between politics
and science. It advises these with regard to
strategic future-relevant questions linked to
digital sciences.
The RfII has published several position papers
related to research data management.
These are available on the council’s website:
http://www.rfii.de
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DOCUMENTATION ON A CORINTHIAN
CAPITAL AT THE SOUTHERN HALL IN
OLYMPIA (Greece) in the form of a point
cloud. The picture was taken on the occasion
of a workshop jointly organised by the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
and the i3mainz at the DAI institutions in
Olympia.
Photo: Bruhn [CC BY-SA 4.0]

FOCUS
THE RGZM MIGRATES: On this occasion not only the archaeological objects but also the
corresponding information have to be handled carefully. Photos: © Rene Müller (RGZM)

A BRIEF TIMELINE ABOUT THE NFDI
After the German Council for Scientific Information Infrastructures was founded upon the decision of the Joint
Science Conference (GWK), this latter published the key
reasons for the development of a national research data
infrastructure in several position papers between 2016 and
2018 in order to create a “reliable and long-term portfolio
of services that covers the generic and discipline-specific
requirements of research data management in Germany”
(RfII).
The agreement between the Federal Government and the
Länder regarding the development of a NFDI was concluded
in November 2018. Since 1st January 2019 a multi-stage
process has been ongoing, which is coordinated by the
German Research Foundation (DFG). For the development
of the NFDI up to 30 so-called consortia will be created.
These will be created grouping together of disciplinespecific communities and infrastructure partners around a
distinct subsection of the research system, which is defined
thematically, methodically, through the objects or according
to specialist groups. The first of three rounds of tendering
was launched in June 2019. The consortia proposals are
examined by a NFDI panel of experts. The decision about
the support is then made by the GWK – for the first round of
tendering in June 2020.

A. W. Busch: At the RGZM conservators and restorers as well as
specialists in archaeometry collaborate, for example to carry
out provenance studies on objects. We have therefore called
our initiative „NFDI4Objects Research Data Infrastructure for the
Material Remains of Human History“. It is not only a matter of
archaeology but basically a matter of all forms of research data
which comprehensively describe the material culture.
This means that it would be ideal if other disciplines which deal
with objects would also participate. We do not think along
discipline boundaries but rather in terms of issues that raise
similar challenges for all disciplines within the digital research
process.
K.-C. Bruhn: And it is not only a matter of our three institutions
which collaborate in our initiative. The idea is to develop a broad
network of institutions which can adapt to future developments
and which involves all the research and memory institutions as
well as offices, universities and higher education institutions
in the federal states. The reconnection to the community, to
the locations where the research data and the needs resulting
therefrom are generated, plays an important role in the NFDI.
For this reason the various organisations and associations have a
specific role. In the course of the NFDI development the initiative
group “Archaeology and digitality at universities and higher
education institutions” was formed on the initiative of Franziska
Lang, professor for Classical Archaeology at the TU Darmstadt,
in order to provide universities with a clear voice regarding their
needs.

FOR THE CONSORTIUM CONCEPT NFDI4OBJECTS
numerous institutions joined their forces.
Diagram: Bruhn

P. von Rummel: And as archaeology is internationally connected,
NFDI4Objects is also designed for international networking. We
carry out projects worldwide. Everywhere central questions arise
as to the long-term back-up of data as well as their provision.
We have therefore developed a digital infrastructure at the DAI.
In addition we have coordinated a working team which was
concerned with the long-term back-up of archaeological data.
I mean the DFG project IANUS.
This sounds as if everything would be achieved.
So why is there a need for an additional umbrella initiative
such as NFDI4Objects?
K.-C. Bruhn: One challenge is the sheer quantity of data. To
my knowledge there are no reliable statistics about the output
of scientific research at German institutions with regard to
data volumes. The quality of the data is even more difficult
to determine but simply the volumes of data in science are
constantly growing. And it is to be expected that still more
processes will generate still more extensive data stocks. If
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we want really use these large data stocks, then we need an
infrastructure, which is able to store those data, in which the
data are curated and made available. These data from research
processes are so manifold that we have to develop innovative
concepts. This is a national approach, which at the same time
claims to unite with the developing European data infrastructure,
certainly an important step in the right direction.
A. W. Busch: Our initiative aims to connect heterogeneous
datasets from highly varying scientific disciplines and fields of
action, which are constantly massively growing, and to make
them available for science in an as yet unprecedented way. The
data we are looking at represent 2.6 million years of human
history. We are not talking about a few hundred objects. We are
talking about hundreds of thousands of objects in their contexts,
which are discovered every year during excavations in Germany
alone. These have to be documented because during excavation
contexts and information are destroyed and thus knowledge
is lost. In addition, there are the above-mentioned analyses of
objects within the subsequent research process.
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FOCUS

SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION OF THE LIFE CYCLE
of research data from generating to re-use.
Diagram: DAI/IANUS

FAIR PRINCIPLES FOR RESEARCH DATA designate principles that
research data have to meet in order to be sustainably re-usable. These
define the requirements of the research data infrastructures. FAIR
stands for ”Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable”.

With iDAI.world the DAI has pooled its
digital information infrastructure as a
modular and open online proposal.
https://idai.world

The scheduled NFDI4Objects is a holistic perspective of human
history based on objects. The term ‘object’ is therefore very broad
and applies to all data that are used to analyse history from this
perspective.
So it is a matter of both provision and optimal
handling of research data?
K.-C. Bruhn: Yes, the entire, so-called research data cycle has to
be represented. That means from the collection of the data on,
so that the data generated are prepared and stored for research.
The primary data then flow into processing. They are analysed
and the results are again provided for other research processes
based on this. That this can be achieved and that it is not difficult
for the researchers will be the big challenge we have to face in
the future.
P. von Rummel: In addition new standards are being set and
there are new developments, for example on the European
scale, the European Open Science Cloud or the FAIR principles.
FAIR stands for “Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable” research data. All the criteria relating to standards and
specifications have to be met in order to avoid data getting lost
in the almost endless data ocean.
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K.-C. Bruhn: This is a paradigm which over the last few years
has replaced former access based approaches on Open Data,
because it is broader and more clearly referable to research data.
With the Open Data principle notable aspects were covered, but
there are many areas in which Open Data does not work. The
FAIR principles are better adapted.
So, as regards NFDI4Objects, the challenge is to manage a
large quantity of heterogeneous data and in addition to bring
together various institutions. How does this work?
K.-C. Bruhn: All the data as heterogeneous as they may be
originate from distinct processes. These processes are also very
heterogeneous. NFDI4Objects should not become a closed shop.
On the contrary. We will look, along with the other initiatives, for
the best solutions. As a consortium we do not develop things
that make only one user group happy. The consortia must
distinguish themselves through the fact that they are highly
performant as regards certain aspects, that they have particular
expertise which they can then offer to other user groups joined
forces in other consortia. There are also plans to network certain
services between the consortia. And lastly – and this is also the
answer to the question as to how it is possible to deal with this
heterogeneity – the archaeological sciences, the material-related

Diagram: SangyaPundir [CC BY-SA 4.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)]

disciplines and the object-related disciplines are able to cover
certain fields through their degree of experience and existing
infrastructures that others would have to develop first. The
reactions of other consortium initiatives are that NFDI4Objects
has expertise that they make good use of. And, in my opinion,
this is also the way to handle heterogeneity – as an NFDI is
ultimately a matter of processes and services which ensure that
the respective resulting data can be used in the research data
cycle and will be stored there according to the FAIR principles.
These services have to be carried out in accordance with the
research processes. We have a clear picture of the diversity
in all the processes that we already have in material object
research. This diversity ranges from small museums and research
institutions to long-term projects and research fields, conducted
by university institutions which work on the basis limited and
externally funded projects. It also includes all the administrative
processes located at the state offices… everywhere research
data are generated. The challenge is to organise services for this.
Networking is necessary so is focusing on tasks. And this is also
required by the tendering process.

S. Brünger-Weilandt, K.-C. Bruhn, A. Busch, E. Hinrichs,
W. Horstmann, M. Grötschel, J. Paulmann, P. v. Rummel,
E. Schlotheuber, D. Schmidt, T. Schrade, H. Simon,
Memorandum of Understanding by NFDI initiatives
from the humanities and cultural studies (2019).
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3265763

Additional information about NFDI:
www.nfdi.de
https://www.gwk-bonn.de/en/
www.dfg.de/nfdi/en
Spring 2019 saw the launch of the consortium concept
Research Data Infrastructure for the material Remains of Human
History (NFDI4Objects), in which university and extra-university
institutions joined forces. It brings together all the disciplines
that deal with material culture.
https://www.nfdi4objects.net/
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CULTURAL
HERITAGE

S

ince 2015 war raging in Yemen
has led to a humanitarian disaster
on an unimaginable scale. Almost
unnoticed by the world, the
destruction of Yemen’s cultural
heritage is still ongoing. Mosques,
burial places of Muslim saints,
medieval villages, and UNESCO
World Heritage sites such as Shibam,
Zabid and the historical centre of
Sana’a with their traditional mud brick
and stone architecture, 3000-year-old

CULTURAL HERITAGE
PRESERVATION IN YEMEN
The Ancient Yemen Digital Atlas (AYDA)

SANA’A IS THE CAPITAL OF THE REPUBLIC
OF YEMEN IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE
ARABIAN PENINSULA. The historical centre of
Sana’a is part of the UNESCO World Heritage.
Photo: Schmitz

temples, palaces, settlements, dam
systems, necropolises and even entire
museums containing thousands of
objects are being destroyed, damaged
or threatened by the conflict.
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
AT THE MARIB SITE UNAUTHORISED CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITIES ARE DISTINGUISHABLE ON THE SATELLITE IMAGE.

(Red: antique structures visible on the ground. Blue: modern
construction areas in the ancient settlement area, November
2017). Google Earth Image © 2019 Maxar Technologies.

THE ANCIENT YEMEN DIGITAL ATLAS maps heritage sites in Yemen. Photos, drawings and
additional information can be connected with the spots. Map: Schoeneberg

The extent of the destruction and looting of archaeological sites
and cultural objects is difficult to estimate. Because of the difficult
situation on site, only limited documentation of the damage is
possible. Since 2017, in order to protect Yemeni cultural heritage,
the Federal Foreign Office has been supporting the development
of a digital information system related to cultural heritage in
Yemen.

The Ancient Yemen Digital Atlas (AYDA) is designed as a Geographic Information System (GIS). It maps the known heritage
monuments and the archaeological sites of Yemen and connects
relevant information with this.
Through observation using satellite image transformations
the state of preservation of the archaeological sites and their
surroundings can be rapidly and clearly detected. Equally, damage
caused by natural catastrophes such as flooding events that also
affect archaeological sites can be identified. Alongside long-term
monitoring, AYDA is a tool for carrying out status quo analyses
and, if necessary, for scheduling concrete protection measures.

Map: Schoeneberg

The starting point for the Digital Atlas is the comprehensive data
which were collected by the Sana’a Branch over the last 40 years
during research activities carried out in Yemen. Many of these
data were so far only available in analogue form, which is why
as an initial stage the existing research materials were digitised
in parallel to the programming of an overall system. Plans and
maps also play a central role in the development of AYDA. They
were digitised as well, georeferenced and together with relevant
factual data they were registered in the Digital Atlas. This made it
possible to record nearly 9000 archaeological sites in AYDA.

COOPERATIONS
General Organisation of Antiquities and Museums
(GOAM), Yemen
Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg,
GeoZentrum Nordbayern, Department of Applied Geology
Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Chair of Semitic Philology and
Islamic Studies
HafenCity University Hamburg, Geodesy and Geoinformatics
Eberhard Karl University Tübingen, Department of Geosciences
Free University Berlin, Institute of Geographical Sciences

THE DATA BASIS

THE ANCIENT METROPOLIS OF THE SABAEANS, MARIB,
WAS THE CAPITAL OF THE ANCIENT KINGDOM OF SHEBA.
Photo: Hitgen
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The heritage information system was fed not only with DAI research
data but also with the substantial data archives of the Yemeni
Antiquities Authorities “General Organisation of Antiquities and
Museums” (GOAM). For this reason it is important that the used
software is completely installable and useable in Yemen. During
the development of the system, particular importance was
attached to the use of existing open-source solutions. The AYDA
user interface was translated into Arabic so that the Yemeni
Antiquities Authorities could use the program for registering
new data and sites. This is essential for an accurate monitoring of
the sites, which creates the basis for the preservation and a later
potential development for the public.

The project is part of the Archaeological Heritage Network
and is funded with financial means provided by the cultural
preservation programme of the Federal Foreign Office.
https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/aussenpolitik/themen/
kulturdialog/09-kulturerhalt
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INTERVIEW

THE ARCHAEOLOGIST DR. IRIS GERLACH

heads the Sana’a branch of the DAI’s Orient Department. With her team she is
developing a heritage information system for Yemen, the Ancient Yemen Digital Atlas
(AYDA). In the interview with Archaeological Heritage Network she explained how the
digital project can contribute to the safeguarding of Yemeni cultural heritage.
Photo: Japp

Dr. Gerlach, you have been working in Yemen for years. What
is the current state of the cultural heritage in the country?
Since the end of 2013 it has no longer been possible for me to be
in Yemen but we are supervising our projects from Berlin. We are
in constant contact with our Yemeni colleagues at the General
Organisation of Antiquities and Museums (GOAM). Even our
Yemeni colleagues are unable to travel in all regions because of the
war situation (..). Nonetheless, we know that extensive pillaging
and looting of sites has taken place. This applies particularly to
the northern part of the country and the desert margins, where
the centres of the ancient kingdoms of South Arabia are located.
Moreover, unauthorised construction work has been carried out
at the antique sites and stones have been stolen. Museum pillages
occur primarily in the southern part of the country. In addition,
serious war damage can be observed. This is a varied mixture of
different things, although the first issues were already a problem
before the outbreak of the war.
Two years ago you launched a new project: AYDA. A digital
atlas which records the known heritage monuments and more
particularly the ancient sites of the country in an internetbased heritage information system. What does the application
mean in practical terms?
The idea was to create an information system using a map, i.e. a
geographic information system (GIS). So an existing archaeological
map was used as a basis. It was digitised, georeferenced and the
represented sites once checked, were registered. The data base will
be completed by sites of other projects that have already been published. The Yemeni Antiquities Authority moreover has a huge stock
of data. They will be responsible for the input of this information.
Lastly, extensive data will be available via the GIS for each site, which
implies an interconnection with a wide range of databases.
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Why is monitoring so important?
As I said before, currently it is difficult to travel safely across the
country and to gather data. Therefore it is essential that we combine
aerial photograph evaluations, old photographs, satellite images
and the information collected on-site which we receive from our
colleagues in Yemen. There is no other way of getting information
about the damage. By comparing these data with Google Earth
images we can, for example, map damage caused by bombardment.
We can also register looting, stone robbery and illegal construction
activities. When we become aware of such cases and when protection measures become necessary at a site, we inform our Yemeni
colleagues. Together we evaluate the damage. If the Antiquities
Authority or the responsible authorities cannot intervene immediately, at least the matter has been documented and if necessary the
world’s public informed. We can guarantee very good monitoring of
World Heritage sites.

You can read the complete interview here:
https://www.archernet.org/en/2018/10/25/ayda-a-digitalregister-of-heritage-monuments-for-yemen-interview-with-driris-gerlach/

THEMATIC MAPPINGS with layers selected by the user can be developed and used scientifically. Survey of the Marib
oasis carried out by the Sana’a branch (red) showing the antique irrigation channels (blue) and water management
constructions (green) in QGIS - Google Earth Image © 2019 Maxar Technologies. Photo: Schoeneberg

SCIENTIFIC USE
Alongside monitoring and management of Yemeni sites for the
preservation of the national cultural heritage AYDA also offers
scientific adaptation opportunities for archaeological and geographic investigations. Thus it is possible to analyse issues related
to settlement history, resource exploitation and hydrology and to
carry out route network analyses and visual field analyses.
Further data sources are currently being prepared for AYDA.
For example, archaeological objects from the Sana’a National
Museum are being incorporated. Because of the war these are in
acute danger there and they are safeguarded and archived in a
project supported by the Gerda Henkel Foundation (see boxout).
In the digital atlas the object data are linked to image data and
to geodata. Additional tools for image archiving and processing
are currently being developed. In the future, the digital atlas will
be able to interconnect for each site historical, archaeological and
preservation relevant data.

The project for the safeguarding and archiving of museum
objects in Yemen (Yemeni Museums at Risk) aims to preserve
Yemeni museum inventories which are threatened by the
effects of war and pillaging as well as by problems related to
the adequate storage of the objects in the war situation. This
applies more particularly to the almost 140,000 objects that
compose the collection of the national museum in Sana’a.
The project helps the Yemeni Antiquities Authority (General
Organization of Antiquities and Museums) to reorganise its
storage depots, to appropriately store the objects and to
manage their archiving and digital documentation. This is
done by the provision of necessary archiving materials and
by the development of an infrastructure as well as by the
provision of training courses held in Berlin. The digital archiving
system not only makes it possible to track the objects on
the international antiquities market in case of theft or pillage
but also can be used in the long term for research purposes
including the scientific analysis of certain object categories.
The project was supported by the Federal Foreign Office and is
currently funded by the Gerda Henkel foundation.
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Between tradition
and high-tech

Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Friederike Fless
President of the German
Archaeological Institute
Photo: Kuckertz

190 years ago the foundation stone of
the German Archaeological Institute was
laid in Rome. Looking back at such a long
history, an archaeological institute itself
becomes an archaeological case. Thus the
Rome Department is currently carrying
out, with its Italian partners, the excavation
of the former Instituto di Corrispondenza
Archeologica on the Capitoline Hill.
During its 190-year history the German
Archaeological Institute has contributed to
the development of archaeological methods. In this respect, modern excavations
have welcomed digital developments. For
example, digital measurement methods
are implemented to varying degrees.
Archaeological projects therefore often
resemble high-tech enterprises.

Nowadays non-invasive methods instead
of spades are used at the beginning of
an excavation. The methodology tool
box contains procedures which make
it possible to identify traces of past cultures through the scanning of entire landscapes or by using satellite images. In
addition, there are methods which make
it possible to look underground. Thanks
to geophysical surveying methods it is
possible, as is the case for radiography
or ultrasound, to make visible structures
that are located underground. Walls,
ditches and also graves can be identified.
During the digital developments these
surveying methods are developing very
rapidly. This technological development
is triggered by many other disciplines as
well as commercial companies. Therefore
archaeology today relies on cooperation
with various experts, for example from
the fields of geomatics, remote sensing,
geosciences, IT and engineering sciences.
Archaeology today also means that large
teams carry out research at a location and
bring in their expertise in order to draw a
picture of the past. This creates the bases

STANDPOINT

STANDPOINT

SURVEY USING DIFFERENTIAL GIS IN
ZEUGMA ON THE BANKS
OF THE EUPHRATE.
The project investigating the city wall of
Zeugma carried out in 2009–2012 made
it possible to survey certain wall sections.
Photo: Fless

for long-term cultural preservation, for
example through the monitoring of the
movements of the Yeha temple in Ethiopia.
Using sensitive surveying techniques colleagues from the Hafen City University
in Hamburg have observed how both
the wind and temperature changes set
the building in motion. Such surveying
procedures are also essential when it
comes to observing the effects of climate
change on cultural heritage in order to
develop safeguarding and preservation
measures.
The implementation of satellite images,
scans from aircrafts or the development of
3D models calculated from photographs
make it possible to screen entire landscapes and their transformations. This enables us to monitor changes, for example
the destruction of cultural landscapes by
opencast mining, infra-structure measures
or simply construction activities. It also
makes it possible to generate prognoses.
What will happen if the sea level continues
to rise? What ancient sites and modern
cities will become a new “Atlantis”?
Digital models also make it possible to
schedule measures. The current prognoses
as to the effects of climate change immediately recall the situation in which the
“UNESCO Convention Concerning the
Protection of the World’s Cultural and
Natural Heritage” was adopted in 1972.

At that time the construction of the
Aswan High Dam led to the flooding of
an entire cultural landscape in Egypt and
prompted the international community
to react. The Great Temple of Abu Simbel
was dismantled and moved to a dry place
upstream of the reservoir lake, where it was
reconstructed. The temple was then the
first monument nominated to be included
on the UNESCO World Heritage list. But
how do we deal with entire coastal regions
that are threatened by the rise in sea
level? The question can only be answered
by joining forces and on the basis of a
performant database. Such a database is
also required to understand the tangible
local and regional effects, the impact of
climatic fluctuations. By combining many
modern methods and various disciplines
such relationships can be traced for early
societies. How did societies react to early
climate events and ecological stress? What
sustainable but also failing solutions were
implemented? What were the immediate
effects of climate changes on flora and
fauna in sensitive ecosystems and what
role did the human factor play with regard
to these changes?
Modern archaeological research focuses
on these issues. It can observe processes
and changes over long periods. To this end
a lot of data are needed, which will also be
available for simulations and forecasting

in other sciences. To this end the DAI has
developed a digital information infrastructure, which make research data available,
the iDAI.world.
Because of its long research tradition the
German Archaeological Institute can also
observe how the state of the monuments
has changed over the past 190 years.
For this purpose the inestimable DAI
archives are registered digitally. Archive
here does not mean file archive. This
means photographs and excavation documentation dating back to the 19th century.
Archives are also sample archives. Today
the collections of samples can be analysed
with cutting-edge methods. With regard
to core drillings the Romano-Germanic
Commission in Frankfurt shows how it was
possible to obtain new information from
old core drillings.
At this point we want to thank the numerous DAI partners for their commitment
and their cooperation.

190 YEARS AFTER THE FOUNDATION OF
THE INSTITUTE the Rome Department
together with the Italian Antiquities
Authority is carrying out excavations on the
Capitoline Hill near Casa Tarpeia, the first
institute building the only part of which that
still exists today is the façade with the gable
designed by the sculptor Emil Wolff.
Photo: Fless
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LANDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE

S

icily, the largest island in the
Mediterranean, played an essential
role in seafaring and trade during
Antiquity because of its central
location. Greece and Carthage
founded colonies on Sicily as early
as the 8th century BC. The island’s
history is characterised by conquests
and armed conflicts. Some of the most
impressive fortresses of Antiquity still
bear witness today, for example the
city wall of Selinunte, the Euryalos
fortress near Syracuse and the
fortification on Mount Turcisi.

“FORTRESS
LANDSCAPES”
Strongholds on Sicily
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THE VIEW STRETCHES AS FAR AS MOUNT ETNA
from the fortification on Mount Turcisi over the
plain of Catania on Sicily.
Photo: Jonasch
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LANDSCAPE

SELINUNTE was founded during the 7th century BC on a hill
near the Mediterranean coast. The view to the north over the
acropolis hill with the partially re-erected temple C and the
enclosing wall from the 5th/4th century BC.
Photo: Gauss

REMAINS OF THE FORTIFICATION OF SELINUNTE dated to the end of the 4th century BC. In the
background the reconstructed temple F, located outside the city gates, is visible. Photo: Jakobi

The walls of Selinunte
Selinunte was the biggest Greek city on Sicily. It was founded as
a daughter city of the Greek colony Megara Hyblaia in the last
quarter of the 7th century BC. The city was located on the southwestern coast on an elongated plateau between two rivers. The
DAI has been carrying out excavations in Selinunte since 1971.
Little is known about the earliest phase of the city. As far as we
can judge, the construction of a wall was not amongst the first
projects realised by the settlers.
At the beginning of the 6th century BC, however, the inhabitants
began to lay out a monumental city on the drawing board. A
wall protecting the city area was scheduled. Construction works
began towards the end of the 6th century BC. As is the case for
the mother city Megara Hyblaia the city of Selinunte was laid out
with two perpendicularly organised road systems. The agora, the
central area of the city, was located at the point at which both
systems crossed.
The two main roads in the city met in the agora. These roads
passed through gates in the city wall and led to the extra-urban
sanctuaries west and east of Selinunte and they were important
connections to the area surrounding the city. As evidenced by
the excavations carried out by the long-standing director of the
DAI’s Rome Department, Dieter Mertens, these complex gate
systems were not only fortified but they were also representative
architectural features. During the 5th century BC the city wall was
reinforced in places by wall sections and rectangular towers. But
the city walls of Selinunte did not withstand the first great test:
during the military conflicts between Carthaginians and Greeks
in Western Sicily between 409 and 406 BC, which ended with the
conquest of the western half of the island by the Carthaginians,
Selinunte was taken.

But the conquest of the city did not mean that the Carthaginians
settled there immediately. Banished from his home town Syracuse,
the general Hermocrates arrived in 408 BC in the destroyed city
of Selinunte in order to establish there, apparently without resistance, a new power basis. He was killed only a year later when
he tried to recapture Syracuse. The wall enclosing the acropolis
hill of Selinunte which he built hastily in 408 BC, however, is still
very well preserved. It was erected with destroyed architectural
elements (spolia) that were abundantly available after the
conquest of the city by the Carthaginians. Materials from both
houses and public buildings dated to the 6th and 5th century BC
were re-used in this wall.
On Sicily, Dionysios I of Syracuse seized total power in 405 BC. He
signed a peace agreement with Carthage, in which the hegemony
of Carthage on the western part of the island was acknowledged.

One of the conditions of this treaty was that the Greeks were no
longer allowed to fortify their cities located there (and had to pay
tribute to Carthage).
Despite this agreement the fortress on the acropolis hill of
Selinunte was renewed at the end of the 4th century BC according
to the latest developments in military architecture. A threestoreyed outwork with sally-ports was set against the northern
gate as well as two semi-circular bastions for the positioning
of catapults. Equally the walls on the east and west side were
reinforced by outworks and towers.
However, the imposing defensive complex, which is one of
the best preserved of the antique world, could not prevent the
population from leaving Selinunte in the mid-3rd century BC
because of the First Punic War.

PROF. DR. ORTWIN DALLY
has been the director of the
Rome Department since 2014. He
supervises the project ‘Selinunte
– urbanism and history of a Greek
megapolis’ (‚Selinunt – Urbanistik
und Geschichte einer griechischen
Großstadt‘). Photo: DAI

https://www.dainst.org/project/33881

THE MODEL SHOWS THE RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE THREE-STOREYED BASTION, which
was erected for the defence of Selinunte.
Photo: DAI Rome
THE MAP SHOWS THE SITES ON SICILY MENTIONED IN THE TEXT.
Map: Jonasch based on TanDEM-X © DLR 2019
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THE FIVE-TOWERED
BASTION OF THE
EURYALUS FORTRESS
NEAR SYRACUSE is still
preserved up to height
of eight metres. The
fortress is one of the
most imposing defensive
complexes of Antiquity.
Photo: Beste

The Euryalus fortress and the long walls of Syracuse
The Greek metropolis of Syracuse, which according to the antique author Thucydides was founded by settlers from Corinth in
734/733 BC, is located on the eastern coast of Sicily. Here, optimum
conditions for the foundation of a settlement were united: one
of the biggest natural harbours of the entire Mediterranean, the
offshore and easily fortifiable island of Ortygia, which became
the city centre, fertile soils south of Syracuse, and protectable
roads connecting to the inland. Syracuse rapidly became one of

THE EURYALUS FORTRESS ON THE HIGH PLATEAU OF EPIPOLAI
protected the city of Syracuse and was connected to the latter by a
21-kilometre-long wall (red). Map: Beste
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the biggest and most powerful cities – not only of Sicily but of
the entire Greek world. This was linked to intense power-political
and warlike conflicts. The city witnessed a crucial test when it was
besieged by the army of Athens in 414/413 BC and gained victory
only after heavy losses. This traumatic experience and a renewed
strong threat by Carthage led the ruler of Syracuse, Dionysios I,
to neutralise the danger coming from an unfavourable natural
setting. The high plateau located north of the town area on which

THE RECONSTRUCTION DRAWING gives an impression of the possible aspect of the Euryalus fortress during one of the later construction
phases.
Drawing and reconstruction: Beste/Schützenberger

THE FIVE-TOWERED BATTERY, almost 10 metres high and
32 metres wide is a massive artillery battery.
Drawing and reconstruction: Beste

the Athenian troops had entrenched themselves was fortified and
made impregnable. So in 402 BC the construction of the long walls
enclosing the entire plateau started – at 21 kilometres the longest
wall of Antiquity – as well as the fortification of the western tip of
the high plateau, the Euryalus, with the erection of a big fortress.
This fortification is one of the great military-technical engineering
achievements of Antiquity.
The defensive walls and the fortress were investigated using
archaeological and building-archaeological methods from 1988
to 1991 by Dieter Mertens and Heinz-Jürgen Beste from the
Rome Department of the German Archaeological Institute in
collaboration with the responsible Superintendency. Technical
innovations such as the implementation of aerial photogrammetry and electronic construction surveying were the basis of
the documentation. The work generated a detailed basic map
and was also used for the scientific and technical preparation of
preservation measures and for a more detailed analysis of the
fortification.
The investigations of the wall have led to the identification of
several gates and of land routes leading to these latter, which
show that the complex was systematically connected to the
surroundings. Together with clear evidence for the establishment
of storage buildings just behind the walls, the complex can be
identified as a landscape fortress, to which the rural population
could move in case of war.
The fortress on the western tip of the plateau with its subterranean
system of galleries and three preceding staggered ditches is one
of the most sophisticated fortification complexes of the ancient
world. A central bastion was formed by the so-called five-tower
battery composed of five massive stone pillars that served as an
artillery battery and secured a barring wall in front.

From here the Syracusan artillery could target the assailants
although the fortress only underwent one serious attack, as
reported by historical sources, that of the Carthaginian general
Hamilcar in 309 BC.
The Syracusan strategists, tyrants and Hellenistic kings subsequent to Dionysios I continuously transformed and developed
the Euryalus fortress until the end of the 3rd century BC. All in all
four building phases can be attested which each reflect an updated
state of war techniques in the architecture. In the last stage the fort
was so over-sized that it failed to withstand the decisive attack on
Syracuse by the Romans in 212 BC. Rome conquered the city and
established there the seat of the proconsul and made it the capital
of the Roman province Sicilia.

DR.-ING. HEINZ-JÜRGEN BESTE
has been researcher at the DAI
Rome since 1996. He explored the
Euryalus fortress on Sicily between
1988 and 1991.
Photo: Behrens

https://www.dainst.org/project/146390
COOPERATION
Soprintendenza per i Beni Culturali ed Ambientali Siracusa

FUNDING
Fritz Thyssen Stiftung

THE VIEW FROM ABOVE
evidences the size of the fortress (180 by 420 metres).
Photo: D-DAI-ROM-SYR-69.8
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FROM THE PLATFORM ON THE WESTERN SLOPE OF MONTE
TURCISI the defenders could target assailants.
Photo: Jonasch

LANDSCAPE

THE SUMMIT OF MONTE TURCISI in eastern Sicily with the remains of
a Greek fortress and a small monastery dated to the 17th century.
Photo: Jonasch

The fortification on Monte Turcisi
Monte Turcisi rises up to a height of 300 metres above the plain of
Catania in eastern Sicily. Probably in the first half of the 4th century
BC a small fortress was built on its summit encompassing an area
almost half the size of a football pitch. Its walls were built with
limestone blocks and were preserved in places up to a height of
four metres. As a military base Monte Turcisi offered optimum
conditions: perfect control of the surrounding area thanks to its
excellent view and a natural fortification thanks to steep slopes.
Archaeologist Melanie Jonasch has been exploring the complex
in collaboration with building archaeologist Claudia Winterstein
from the TU Berlin and a German-Italian team of students since
2016. The first stage was to document and survey the visible
architectural remains. Although the fortification on Monte Turcisi
had been known for several decades it had never been analysed

in great detail. Initial excavations were carried out in 2017 and
2019 with the support of the Fritz Thyssen Foundation.
Numerous ancient architectural remains were documented on the
summit plateau and on the slopes. In this region threatened by
earthquakes these are in a surprisingly good state of preservation.
This applies also to the tower which flanks the main entry in the
northern part of the fortress. It was possible to reconstruct wall
walks in its walls which enabled attacks on approaching assailants
from an elevated position. In the inner part of the fortress huge
cisterns ensured the supply of potable water to the defenders.
Additional walls were built on the naturally steep slopes which
were advanced defensive lines in the case of sieges. Part of the
outworks also is an artillery platform on the western slope which
was added to the general complex at a later date. Its walls are
particularly well-built and were excavated
down up to a depth of two metres.

The building complex reflects decisive developments in the fields
of siege engineering and weapon techniques which emerged
in the late 5th century BC on Sicily. Alongside reinforced means
of defence such as outworks and sally ports the catapult in
particular should also be mentioned. This can be imagined as
a two-arm torsion siege engine, which makes it possible, like
a bow, to transfer power to a projectile through a tensioned
tendon. Information about the structure, size and variants of such
catapults is provided by various ancient authors as early as the
3rd century BC. The prominent building on the western slope of
Monte Turcisi can be interpreted as a feature for the positioning
of such a catapult because of its structure and its dimensions. It
thus protected the most accessible flank of the mountain against
assailants even from a long distance. Yet it remains unclear who
was deployed in the fortress of Monte Turcisi. It can, however, be
assumed that the position played an essential role with regard
to the geopolitical strategy of Syracuse’s rulers in the 4th and
3rd century BC. After the conquest of Sicily by the Romans in the
second half of the 3rd century BC the fortification on Monte Turcisi
lost its military function.

The mountain was more intensively settled again only in the
17th century, when a group of monks occupied the ruins of the
Greek fortress and erected a church and annexe buildings there.

DR. MELANIE JONASCH
is researcher at the Head Office of
the DAI. Since 2016 she has been
investigating the fortress on Monte
Turcisi in a field research project.
Photo: Urbiks

COOPERATION
Soprintendenza di Catania
Technische Universität Berlin
Università degli Studi di Catania

THE RECONSTRUCTION DRAWING OF THE CATAPULT PLATFORM
illustrates the range the defenders gained from here.
Drawing and reconstruction: Winterstein/Jonasch
THE WALLS OF THE TOWER ARE PRESERVED
UP TO A HEIGHT OF FOUR METRES AT THE
MAIN ENTRANCE TO THE FORTRESS.
Photo: Jonasch
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22 MARCH 1830: GERHARD TO GOETHE…
DIGITAL REPRODUCTION OF THE LETTER
FROM E. GERHARD TO J. W. VON GOETHE.
The DAI has archived more than 50,000 letters
from the first hundred years of existence of the
institute. Photo: DAI Archive

THE OBJECT

DIGITAL CORRESPONDENCE
Letters as testimonies of an ancient network of scholars
Write, click, send – and a few seconds later any number of recipients have got the message. Today digital correspondence,
whether professional or private, is part of daily life for most of us.
When a group of savants, artists and diplomats got together 190
years ago in Rome and founded the Instituto di Corrispondenza
Archeologica (which gave birth to today’s German Archaeological
Institute), this was quite different. Communication was done by
handwritten letters. As the name of the institute suggests, the
exchange of information by letter – correspondence – was a
central idea of the “Instituto”. Thanks to an extensive international
network, reports on current archaeological excavations and
research were collected centrally and published. In this way
Antiquity specialists were informed about the most significant

discoveries. The collected reports formed an archive of archaeological knowledge.
Today the correspondence of the early years of the institute in
Rome form a separate archive collection – the so-called scholarly
letters. From 1829 to 1915 the incoming letters of corresponding
members and the exchange of letters of the institute’s secretaries
and collaborators were collected in this archive. These are
completed by letters from the legacies of renowned archaeologists
which are stored in the archive at the head office in Berlin. Since
2017, as part of a DFG (German Research Foundation) project, this
stock has been digitised, developed, preserved for the long term
and made available online in the object database iDAI.objects/
Arachne. This project was initiated by the director of the Rome
Department, Ortwin Dally, in collaboration with the director of the
Division of Information Technologies at the DAI, Reinhard Förtsch.

DATA HARVESTING IN THE SCHOLARLY LETTERS
A team of archaeologists and IT specialists work on the
scientific analysis of so-called Scholarly letters. Information
technology applications enable new ways of handling
the material. This applies to the incorporation into digital
DAI systems (https://idai.world) and also to new usage
scenarios (text and data-mining) and the re-use of data for
international research projects. The letter meta data and the
existing full texts, including personal names, geographic and
temporal data, are prepared, incorporated into iDAI.world and
interconnected with other systems and standard data.
A data model is a basis for the visualisation of the network. Who
writes to whom, when, whence and whither? Relationships between different people, institutions and locations become visible
from various perspectives.
MEMBERS IN THE PAST AND TODAY

THE NETWORK MODEL SHOWS THE RECIPIENTS AND
SENDERS OF THE SCHOLARLY LETTERS.
The “top authors” are Eduard Gerhard, Emil Braun and Wilhelm
Henzen, who headed the institute in Rome in the 19th century.
Diagrams: https://arachne.dainst.org/project/gelehrtenbriefe
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The letters attest to the activity of more than 3000 Antiquity
specialists who sent archaeological news from Italy, Germany,
France, Great Britain, Greece, Poland and Scandinavia among
other countries. “[…] That so many volunteer correspondents
were found was mostly thanks to Gerhard who knows so many
countries and people and who during his travels as well as
in “thousands of letters” promoted his institute,” notes Adolf
Michaelis in 1879 about Eduard Gerhard, one of the founders
of the network. The corresponding members of the Instituto di
Corrispondenza Archeologica started a lively scientific exchange.
The archived correspondence provides insights into their research
projects as well as into historical events and the correspondent’s
own personal events, for example appointments, baptisms,
weddings, and diseases. The correspondence network connected
scholars beyond borders. Although scientific debates today only
rarely take place by letter, the work of the German Archaeological
Institute is still characterised by international cooperation. Even
190 years after the foundation every year scientists from the
network of individual cooperation are elected as corresponding

and ordinary members – up to the present day these number
over 8000 people. Single outstanding personalities are in addition
awarded honorary membership. One of the first honorary
members of the institute was Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. The
letter in which the director of the archaeological institute grants
him the honorary membership in 1830 is reproduced here to
represent over 50,000 additional letters in the archive.

The project Scholars, excavators and art dealers:
Correspondence of the Instituto di Corrispondenza
Archeologica as a source for knowledge and network
indicator (Gelehrte, Ausgräber und Kunsthändler: Die
Korrespondenz des Instituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica
als Wissensquelle und Netzwerkindikator) is supported by
the DFG (German Research Foundation). Contact people are
Dr. Thomas Fröhlich (director of the library and the archive of
the Rome Department), Marina Unger (DAI Head Office) and
Sabine Thänert (Division of Information Technologies).
https://arachne.dainst.org/project/gelehrtenbriefe
Under the title ”Networking in Archaeology. Since 1829.” the
project team organised an international study day about
ancient scientific networks on 6th December 2019 at the Rome
Department.
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A

rchaeological remote-sensing
using satellite images, threedimensional visualisations of distinct
objects, complex architectures and
entire landscape models, newly
developed scientific analyses as well as
digitally tailored building preservation
measures… When the “science of the
spade” meets high-tech, this opens up
exciting opportunities. However, the
use of cutting-edge technologies is not
a one-way development: the various
archaeological projects contribute to
the enhancement of technologies and
methods.

ARCHAEOLOGY
MEETS HIGH-TECH
The implementation of cutting-edge technologies

THE GREAT TEMPLE OF YEHA
was secured in 2016 using “digitally tailored”
stainless steel scaffolding.
Photo: Mechelke

Collaboration with the corresponding
institutions and specialists and
a sound knowledge about what
technique can be used how and where
invariably forms the basis for this.
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THE INITIALLY TWO-STOREYED TEMPLE WAS HEAVILY DAMAGED BY FIRE. The virtual reconstruction made
on the basis of 3D scans and building-archaeological investigations shows the sacral building with an intermediate
ceiling and a roof. Reconstruction: Schnelle

A TEMPLE IN MOTION
Building monitoring of a 2700-year-old sacral building in Ethiopia
Erected by the Ethio-Sabaeans 2700 years
ago to worship their highest god Almaqah
and used as a Christian church from the
6th century AD, THE GREAT TEMPLE OF
YEHA – here prior to its restoration – still
serves as a place for Christian religious
celebrations. Photo: Wagner

During the 7th century BC the Sabaeans, who settled in the southwestern part of the Arabian Peninsula, built together with the
local entity a monumental sanctuary in Yeha, on the opposite
side of the Red Sea. The external walls of the great temple of Yeha
in present-day Ethiopia are preserved to a height of 14 metres.
But the almost 2700-year-long history left lasting traces on its
appearance and made restoration work necessary to secure its
structure.
A devastating fire in ancient times destroyed the entire sanctuary.
The roof and the intermediate ceiling of the originally two-storeyed
building collapsed and pulled down parts of the wall. In the upper
part almost the entire inner side of the double-shell masonry is
missing.

Subsequent to this destruction further building structure was
lost through external influences such as wind and rain. Only in
the corners of the building was the masonry of the outer shell
preserved until today to a reasonable height. Here the interlocked
blocks ensured greater stability. By comparison, the preservation
conditions of the long sides of the temple walls is worse. The upper
outer shell is still standing because the Ethio-Sabaean builders
positioned the precisely cut limestone blocks accurately and
jointlessly and thus created tight-knit masonry. A few years ago it
was only a matter of time until these walls would collapse. In order
to stop the progressive loss of ancient structure and to safeguard

this unique cultural heritage the Sana’a Branch of the DAI Orient
Department and the Ethiopian Antiquities Authority scheduled
large-scale restoration works. It rapidly became clear that simple
stone restoring measures, for example the gluing of broken
blocks or the filling of cracks, would not be sufficient to preserve
the building in the long term. Therefore tailored scaffolding made
from stainless steel was developed in collaboration with structural
engineers from INGENIEURGRUPPE BAUEN, Berlin, and with the
participation of the local population and Ethiopian specialists.
This support was based on the wall recess between the lower and
upper storey and stabilises the upper wall shells.

PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION
OF THE SUPPORT IN
AUTUMN 2016 THE WALL
OF THE UPPER STOREY IN
PARTICULAR WERE IN ACUTE
DANGER OF COLLAPSING.
Photo: Wagner
Photo: Schnelle
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Photo: Wagner
In an initial stage the temple walls were secured with scaffolding inside and outside
(image above). Based on the digital and building-archaeological documentation of the
architecture a stone-exact mapping of damage was carried out (images at right). This
latter served as a basis for the ensuing restoration and stabilisation measures

THE GREATEST MOVEMENTS OF THE MASONRY WERE ON THE EASTERN SIDE.
The laser scan shows the deviations depending on the time of the day marked by colour.
The scale of the movements depends on the position and the intensity of the sun. Diagrams: Mechelke

Scan: Mechelke, drawing: Schnelle, mapping: Teichmann and Rentmeister

Jointly the Sana’a Branch of the Orient Department headed by
Dr. Iris Gerlach, the Authority for Research and Conservation
of Cultural Heritage, Addis Abeba (Ethiopia), the Tigray Culture
& Tourism Bureau, Mekelle (Ethiopia), and the FriedrichSchiller-University, Jena, in collaboration with international
project partners investigate the cultural relationships between
Southern Arabia and East Africa during the first millennium
BC as part of a DFG project carried out at the Yeha site.
An archaeological information booklet about Yeha can be
downloaded in German and English.
https://www.dainst.org/project/92320

PRECISION MEASUREMENTS OF THE WALLS
OF THE GREAT TEMPLE AT YEHA

THE TEMPLE WALLS ARE IN MOTION

However, many questions and challenges resulted from this
ambitious project, which had to be resolved first. First of all,
the building had to be cleaned, extensively documented and
investigated using building-archaeological methods. In an initial
stage experts from the HafenCity Universität Hamburg carried out
terrestrial 3D laser scanning and photogrammetry documentation procedures. Engineers Klaus Mechelke and Maren Lindstaedt
developed a complex procedure for the geometric analysis of the
monument based on the 3D model obtained.
“This made it possible to identify the serious deformations caused
by the destruction in the course of the history of the building
based on virtual 3D sections. Over time certain wall parts of
the upper wall shell had moved several decimetres outwards
and inwards from their original position and were in danger
of collapsing. The reason for the fragility of the wall was that
initially the intermediate ceiling, which was destroyed by the fire,
stabilised the roof and the external walls,” explains Mike Schnelle,
who carried out the building-archaeological investigations of the
temple.

A series of measurements on the temple walls at different times
of the day – a monitoring survey – using terrestrial laser scans in
combination with total station measurements showed that the
temple walls were in motion to varying extents over the course
of a day. The movements are linked to temperature fluctuations
over the course of the day. They depend on the position of each
wall relative to the sun, on the time of the day and on the ability
of the wall to absorb these movements. The building corners are
less affected than the central parts of the walls where no corner
bracing hinders or limits movements.
These movements are relatively slight, but they lead to internal
tensions which can cause successive destruction in the building.
In the central part of the eastern façade of the temple the
movements triggered by temperature fluctuations over the
course of the day were the most significant – up to six millimetres.
Here unshaded sunshine affects the masonry, which bulges over
30 centimetres outwards in the upper wall shell.

“An additional challenge was the integration of the design of the
support into the ancient masonry. For static reasons the stainless
steel support had to be connected to the fragile outside walls
in order to channel the wind forces affecting the building safely
into the ground. The support was connected using 200 stainlesssteel anchors which had to precisely match drillings made in the
stones of the exterior shell. In addition, the support, located at six
metres height on a circumferential wall recess, had to be placed
as close as possible to the external walls to ensure optimum force
transmission. At many points on the outer wall so-called header
stones protrude into the level of the support. A further task
therefore was to avoid collisions of the support with the header
stone or other architectural elements of the ancient structure,”
explains Klaus Mechelke, who carried out the virtual positioning
and adjustment of the three-dimensionally modelled support in
the digital reproduction.

THE WINDS AFFECTING THE TEMPLE
WALLS were documented using a weather
station (images at left).
MONITORING OF THE TEMPLE WALLS
using a terrestrial laser scanner and a
tachymeter showed that the walls moved
depending on the temperature and the time
of the day (images at right).
Photos: Wagner
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Photo: Wagner
Photo at right: Mechelke
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SPECIAL PRISMS closely monitored the
movements of the temple walls during and
after the installation of the support.
Photo: Mechelke
THE 3D LASER SCANNING of the temple yielded data for a precise
three-dimensional model in which a support was digitally inserted
with millimetre-accurate precision.
THE STAINLESS-STEEL SUPPORT was prefabricated in Brandenburg,
transported in a container to Ethiopia and piece by piece integrated
into the temple.

PRISMS AND CONTROL POINTS
are controlled from a total station.
Diagram: Mechelke

Model and photo: Mechelke

This precision was only possible through continuous exchange
and intensive collaboration between structural engineers,
surveying engineers and conservationists. A detailed 3D model
of the entire building with a tolerance of only a few millimetres
served as the basis. Only these precise 3D laser scan data made
it possible to pre-plan even smallest detail of the fixation of the
support and to prefabricate the support in a very detailed manner
and to integrate it virtually.
Thanks to preliminary works it was known that everyday
movements of the masonry are detectable, even without
human intervention in the ancient structure. How would the
building behave once work activities started on the building?
Archaeological and restoration measures or even the installation
of the 13-tonne stainless-steel support could have led to difficultto-calculate transformations in the fragile masonry. Therefore,
throughout the measures, building monitoring was carried out,
including continuous measurements of movements inside the
temple walls, in order to rapidly detect the slightest changes in the
structure and to react appropriately. The monitoring was carried
out by a fully-automated total station, taking measurements
in a fifteen-minutes interval to prisms that were attached to
the temple walls. Thereby, even slightest movements could be
documented.

These very precise measurements completed surface measurements using terrestrial laser scanning. The combined measurements continued after the end of the installation work and after
the removal of the scaffolding. According to a preliminary analysis
the installation of the support had no negative consequences for
the walls of the Great Temple.
“Due to the precise preliminary work and the sensitive metrological
support of the installation, no significant movements resulting
from the preservation work were detectable. The current measurements have shown that the movements within the walls were
reduced by the installation of the support. This is noteworthy,
because the very different materials such as limestone (used for
the temple walls) and stainless steel (used for the support), have
very different physical properties, particularly with regard to their
thermic expansion behaviour,” confirms Klaus Mechelke, who will
continue to monitor the effects for the next few years.
After completion of the sophisticated restoration measures the
best preserved sacral building in South Arabia and East Africa
from the 1st millennium BC is again available for visits by local and
international guests.

DIPL.-ING. MIKE SCHNELLE, M.SC.,
is researcher at the Orient Department and
the Sana’a Branch of the DAI. He supervises
the building archaeological analyses and the
restoration work carried out in monumental
buildings.
Photo: Kuckertz

DIPL.-ING. KLAUS MECHELKE
is researcher at the Geodetic
Laboratory of the Hafen City University
Hamburg and implements three-dimensional
documentation methods in the Yeha
research project.
Photo: Wagner

LIKE A DENTAL BRACE the stainless steel
support that was individually inserted now
reinforces the wall structures.
Diagram: Mechelke
Photo: Schnelle
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START OF AN AERIAL SURVEY IN MONGOLIA,
where “Team Archaeocopter” recorded an area
encompassing almost 7000 football pitches in the
Mongolian-German Orchon-Expedition of the KAAK Bonn.
Photo: Team Archaeocopter

STRUCTURE-FROM-MOTION
From the individual picture to 3D reconstruction

Since its beginnings archaeology has been
using various imaging techniques such as
drawing, photography or mouldings to
make visible the material remains of the
past. The careful documentation and
recording of objects and excavated evidence
is a central task of archaeological work.
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To this end archaeologists have always used
new technological achievements for their
needs. From cameras via geodetic survey
instruments to the integration of GPS, to
name just a few stages.
Today laser scans are carried out as part
of remote sensing by helicopter or plane.
New technologies for 3D modelling,
remote-controlled multicopters and minisubmarines open up a wide range of
possibilities for use in archaeology.

Very early photographs were taken at archaeological excavations
for documentation. The picture was taken in 1906 in the
PALACE OF KNOSSOS ON CRETE.
Photo: D-DAI-ATH-Kreta-0068

In practice these technologies could only catch on properly once
they became economically attractive. In this respect not only
their purchase price but also their maintenance costs played
a role. New technologies are used especially when they can be
integrated into existing working processes without too much
effort as regards training and operation.
Today sophisticated technology is available that makes it possible to use software to calculate complete 3D models from series of
overlapping photographs – a method which is frequently referred
to as “Structure-from-Motion” (SfM). There is actually a rapid expansion in the use of SfM-based reconstruction in archaeology
and building archaeology. The general transition from 2D to 3D
documentation (something promised by laser scanners but never
realised because of the cost) is now becoming really apparent.
As SfM-based reconstruction can basically be used for anything
that can be photographed, its applications in archaeology and
building archaeology are almost unlimited.
The technique is well suited to the regular documentation of excavation progresses, large-scale coverage of architectural monuments, and the recording of artistic details, which are barely
visible to the naked eye using macro-lenses.

THEODOLITES were used – as is the case here by Friedrich
Hinkel in 1961 in Sudan – for surveying. Their present-day digital
successors, so-called total stations, fulfil the same function.
Photo: D-DAI-Z-Arch-FWH-F-DIA-02221

Thus it covers all the situations in which hitherto only 2D images
were possible for reasons of cost and time. The limits of the
possibilities are not yet predictable and are also unclear because
of the still very rapid increase in the performance of digital
hardware and software. With these new possibilities, however,
requirements regarding the efficiency and quality of the results
are also increasing in practice. This is reflected by the wide range
of challenges related to recording technique and data processing.
The complete documentation of larger buildings and monuments
by photographs requires extensive preparatory work. Smaller
artefacts or objects of collections which have to be photographed
in interior spaces, by contrast, require creativity and skill with
regard to artificial lighting and all-round coverage. Special
shooting situations, for example under water require specific postprocessing of the image data.
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Photo: Hohler-Brockmann

THE STRUCTURE-FROM-MOTION TECHNIQUE
is used to document excavation evidence or
individual objects. Photo: Dietrich

SMALLER OBJECTS ARE SHOT FOR THE SFM PROCEDURE IN SPECIAL
PHOTO TENTS. Photo: Hohler-Brockmann

“STRUCTURE FROM MOTION” (SFM), WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
For some time a method of image-based 3D-modelling (often known
as as SfM = Structure from Motion) has been used to generate highresolution three-dimensional data of an object or terrain surface.
A photograph is a two-dimensional reproduction of the threedimensional reality, which is distorted through the projection on the
image plane. It is not suitable as a basis for precise measurements.
In order to make it possible to automatically calculate a precise
reconstruction of objects in the original 3D structure, many different
perspectives – i.e. an extensive series of photographs – will be needed.
To do this the camera has to move in space from view to view (“motion”)
in order to capture different positions and perspectives on the subject.
In the background of SfM-based reconstructions ingenious
mathematical methods of approximation are used.
These make it possible to reconstruct the threedimensional basic structure of the photographed scene as a cloud of threedimensional points and to calculate the
original posi-tions and orientations
of the camera standpoints. Manual
calibrations of the camera optics,
as are known from traditional
stereophoto-grammetry, can
generally be omitted as is the
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Photo: RGK

IN WATER AND IN THE AIR
case for the manual identification of corresponding points in the
images. Modern SfM soft-ware normally solves these problems rapidly
and reliably through an automatic system. In the next stage the SfM
point cloud, which typically contains several ten or hundred thousand
points, is densified in order to reach a number of points similar to
laser scanning (i.e. millions of points). The procedures used here are
designated as “multi-view stereo” and are carried out exclusively
in software. In order to achieve a complete reconstruction of the
object surfaces (building facades, walls of potteries, etc.) visible in the
photographed scene based on a point cloud, the corresponding points
are connected into meshes of triangles. A perfect surface reconstruction,
however, may require substantial manual post-processing because the
SfM point clouds are often less homogeneous than laser scan data
produced with expensive special hardware. In the last
stage the original digital photographs are draped
over the meshed model. This procedure, also
called texturing, adds numerous optical
details to the model and provides it
with a photorealistic appearance. It
is important that the quality of the
models can be improved afterwards,
as long as the photographic raw
data remain available.

The DAI’s IT division and the Unit for Survey and Excavation
Methodology at the RGK are working on the optimisation of
working processes for the rapid and complete recording of image
data for 3D reconstruction. Particularly intensive collaboration
is taking place in this field with the professorship for computer
graphics at the HTW Dresden. At first it focused on low-priced,

remote-controlled flight devices, so-called “multicopters”. They
are also referred to as “drones” which originates from military
technique. Their capacity is just sufficient enough to transport
high-quality cameras. It became evident that the use of smaller
cameras to record videos is often more advantageous compared to
the use of big and unwieldy cameras. This led to the development
of a video-based SfM approach.

THE USE OF LIGHT CAMERAS FOR VIDEO RECORDINGS
(so-called “actioncams”) makes it possible to overfly large areas including
under difficult flying conditions, as is the case here in Iceland in
2014 and 2015 with wind speeds of up to 50 km/h.
Photo: Team Archaeocopter
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BASED ON DATA RECORDED UNDER WATER,
ARCHAEOLOGISTS CAN TAKE MEASUREMENTS
OR PREPARE ADVANCED EXCAVATION
SCHEDULING “AT THE DESK”.
Illustration: Team Archaeocopter

TEAM ARCHAEOCOPTER prepares the multicopter
and the mini-submarine for application.

IN MONGOLIA 50 square kilometres were covered with a
multicopter within five days. On this occasion the monastery
complex of Erdene Zuu in Karakorum was documented.

Alongside multicopters for aerial photographs remotecontrolled or autonomous mini-submarines can be used. These
make it possible to produce, rapidly and safely, in the air and
underwater, complete image series for the subsequent 3D
reconstruction. In the future a combination of photogrammetry
and videogrammetry will bring together the advantages of both
procedures. Today many cameras are equipped with GPS receivers,
which automatically inject position data into the photographs.
These position data can then be used to place and orientate the
reconstructed 3D models (so-called “georeferencing”). For video
data such position data are not embedded in the video streams so
that in these cases other georeferencing methods have to be used.
Last year the combination of both procedures was tried out
successfully in Mongolia.
THE MINI-SUBMARINE is immersed for shooting.

3D RECONSTRUCTIONS,
“SIMPLY AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON”?

THE UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY
THE SUBMARINE could be controlled from
the air by the multicopter.
Photos: Kocke, Team Archaeocopter

Although the performance of available SfM software is continuously being improved and increasingly better reconstructions can
be calculated from the existing imaging material, it still holds true
that the processing of images into 3D models on a computer is
not only extremely calculation time-consuming but also often
a tricky procedure. Indeed, the transformation from 2D image
data to a 3D model is mathematically complex and in practice is
peppered with many “predetermined breaking points”. Missing
images of positions difficult to access, difficult lighting conditions
and weakly structured or reflecting surfaces in the subject are
every-day problems which can limit the quality of the 3D results.

THE MONASTERY COMPLEX ERDENE ZUU was documented
using a Phantom 4 Pro. At first the area was shot exhaustively at a
constant flight altitude. Then the complex was covered by video-

Furthermore, the increasingly efficient workflows produce
quantities of data which become a real challenge. Progress
made in the performance of software and affordable hardware
is nullified by still higher resolution digital cameras. In the
future it will therefore be very important to develop practicable
strategies for the management of huge quantities of SfM data
and results. Modern research data management means taking
into consideration the entire process from image recording to
digital publication and scientific exploitation of 3D models. This in
turn means that SfM-based procedures will require development
efforts in many domains of archaeological work. The DAI’s IT
division and its project partners will find therein a rich field of
activity for the coming years. Despite all the existing problems,
SfM-based documentation and reconstruction today is so flexible
and economic that it will doubtlessly confine earlier, more
expensive and more laborious technologies for 3D data recording
to niche applications.

photogrammetry. Spiral flights were a typical flight manoeuvre. Based
on combined images a georeferenced 3D model with centimetre
precision can be calculated. Illustrations: Team Archaeocopter

DR. BENJAMIN DUCKE
is head of Scientific Computing at
the DAI‘s Berlin IT department. In
collaboration with Prof. Dr. Marco
Block-Berlitz he was substantially
involved in many developments of
the archaeocopter team on land
and under water.
Photo: Suchowska-Ducke

PROF. DR. MARCO BLOCK-BERLITZ
is a professor for Computer
Graphics at the HTW Dresden and
has been collaborating in various
projects with the DAI since 2013.
Photo: © P. Sebb, HTW Dresden

More about the work of Team Archaeocopter:
http://www.archaeocopter.de
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THE ROYAL NECROPOLIS OF DRA‘ ABU EL-NAGA has been investigated since 1991 by the
German Archaeological Institute.
At the centre the destroyed front of the Saff tomb TT 232 (red arrow), to the right, the
ruin of the pyramid of Nubkheperre Intef. Both complexes were three-dimensionally
visualised using SfM. Photo: Polz

3D MODEL of the areas of the Egyptian necropolis of
Dra‘ Abu el-Naga recorded so far with the SfM procedure.
Creation: DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert

3D VISUALISATION

3D MODEL OF THE FORECOURT
OF THE SAFF TOMB TT232
Based on the state of documentation
after excavation.
Creation: DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert

OF THE DRA‘ ABU EL-NAGA NECROPOLIS
A contribution by Christine Ruppert

The necropolis of Dra‘ Abu el-Naga in Thebes West (Egypt)
looks back over a long history of almost 3000 years.
The earliest graves are dated to the Eleventh Dynasty, i.e. around
2000 BC, whereas the latest remains originate from the Coptic
period around the 10th century AD. Since 1991 archaeological
excavation and architectural investigations have been carried
out at this complex place of burial under the supervision of
Daniel Polz, scientific director of the DAI’s Cairo Department.
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The objective was to understand the emergence and development
of an ancient Egyptian necropolis. In a subsection of the necropolis,
area H, 3D recording has been used as a detailed documentation
procedure for several years.
The area is documented digitally, using the so-called Structurefrom-Motion procedure (SfM), a recording technique that makes
it possible to create precise and photorealistic 3D models based
on photographs.
The decision to record the area three-dimensionally resulted from
the fact that the complexity of the excavation area could only be
insufficiently documented and mediated using two-dimensional
representation methods. During the excavation of the necropolis
individual graves were investigated as well as the development
and relationships of an entire area including all its individual
structures and accesses. The graves were cut into the rock and
combine subterranean spaces such as shafts, halls, galleries and
burial chambers with above-ground structures such as forecourts,
chapels and grave superstructures, mostly built with mud bricks.

As the necropolis was used almost continuously, there are traces
of three thousand years of history superimposed within a very
small area. As a consequence the range of hills is covered with
graves located close to each other which overlap and which are
superimposed both above ground and underground on several
levels. In some locations it is apparent that the later graves consciously avoided existing burials. This is not always the case so that
the structures sometimes overlap underground. Such findings
make it possible to gain important insights into the chronology of
the complexes the clarification of which is a precondition for the
reconstruction of the architectural development of the area. It is
therefore essential that a documentation of these relationships be
as precise as possible.
Traditional, two-dimensional drawings are of limited suitability
when it comes to recording the complexity of the structures.
A ground plan of the area, for example, is very confusing and
provides only an insufficient impression of the real spatial
relationships.
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DETAIL OF THE GROUND PLAN OF AREA H
including the subterranean structures (highlighted in grey and brown).
The grey shades correspond to the different levels on which the subterranean complexes are located. Recording and digital processing:
DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert, According to preliminary work carried out
by P. Collet and G. Heindl

3D MODEL OF SHAFT GRAVE K03.4 (marked in red on the left of
the drawing). The 3D view reflects the structure, depth and orientation of the grave clearly more accurately than the drawing.
Creation: DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert

CAMERA FIXED ON A POLE AND TABLET
in use on the surface of area H.
Photo: DAI Cairo, S. Michels

CAMERA, LED SPOTLIGHT AND TABLET
in use at the decoration of the transverse hall of tomb K01.5.
Photo: DAI Cairo, S. Michels

More particularly the structure of the shaft graves is much more
difficult to understand based on two-dimensional drawings.
At the surface only the rectangular shaft entrance is visible
whereas the shafts reach up to 14 metres in depth and the
galleries and chambers ramify far into the rock. A comparison
of the 3D view with the ground plan of the grave shows that
the 3D view provides a much more precise idea of its structure,
depth and orientation. A first compelling reason for the creation
of a 3D model of the terrain is thus a better understanding of
complex spatial relationships.

corresponding complexes to be recorded, for example a camera
pole is used for large-scale photographs while photographs of
smaller discoveries are taken manually.
Over the last few years the recording technique was adapted
to suit the specific landscape, and with regard to the project
objectives it was further adapted and refined so that it is now
possible to document large areas in a short time. So far an area of
75 × 85 metres has been recorded, i.e. almost 6400 square metres.
During the next few years the plan is to record digitally the entire
area including all above-ground and subterranean structures. A
second important advantage of the SfM procedure compared
to other 3D recording techniques is the photorealistic character
of the pictures. As we are dealing here with photogrammetry
recording, which means that photos are the basis for the model,
the texture of the model is very close to the real texture of the
surfaces and this makes it a valuable tool for scientific analysis. A
key advantage of three-dimensional documentation compared
to just two-dimensional documentation using plans, sections
and views, is the fact that the structures can be recorded completely.

This means that there is no limitation as to a specific viewing direction, a scale or a selected detail as is the case for twodimensional plans. Three-dimensional recording makes it possible to completely document the structures and to analyse them
digitally. In doing this it is possible to move freely across the model,
to freely rotate and zoom it . As this is a georeferenced and scaled
model, measurements and coordinates can be registered without
being on site. The degree of detail of the textures is so high that
high-resolution orthophotographs can be created which serve as
a basis for drawing documentation.
By contrast to former recording techniques this documentation
method is carried out without contact so that the recording
presents no risk of damage to the original structures. Furthermore
it is possible, in this way, to record areas difficult to access that
would have been impossible or difficult to survey manually using
traditional techniques.

SELECTING THE RIGHT METHOD

FOR THE RECORDING OF SHAFTS the camera is lowered into
the shaft using a specially built winch and the shooting is done
using a tablet.
Diagram: DAI Cairo, S. Michels
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There were several reasons for selecting the SfM procedure
from the different methods of 3D recording. First of all it was
suitable for the recording of crooked subterranean structures
because of its ease of use. For the recording only a digital camera
and a measurement instrument (total station) were necessary,
instruments that are part of the basic equipment of every
excavation. The flexible procedure can be adapted to suit the
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ORTHOPHOTO CREATED WTH SFM
of the wall decoration of the southern
longitudinal hall wall of tomb K01.4
Creation: DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert

A 3D PICTURE OF THE IRON AGE BROCH OF MID HOWE ON THE
ORKNEY ISLAND OF ROUSAY WAS CREATED USING SEVERAL
DRONE RECORDINGS.
Photo: Rassmann
3D picture: Kalmbach

ORTHOPHOTO CREATED WTH SFM of the graffiti on the western wall
of the transverse hall of tomb K01.4 and detail (marked in red)
Creation: DAI Cairo, Ch. Ruppert

AT GROUND LEVEL AND
FROM THE AIR
Remote sensing and geophysical prospection

Thanks to the use of the SfM procedure the structures are preserved for further analyses, which is important, for example during
restoration measures. The original structures are safeguarded and
can also be analysed in the model when they are no longer visible
on site. The digital preservation of the structure in the context of
a planned project goal is also important.
The 3D model can be used to document the state at the completion of the project in detail so that is possible to know where
the excavation trenches were located, the excavation depth of
the surfaces and which locations remained unexplored.
Alongside project-internal use the 3D model can also be used
for the visualisation of the structures and as a basis for 3D reconstructions of the original state, for example in the form of
an animated video. According to the project objectives this
animation is thought to illustrate the emergence of a highly
complex area used for centuries and to show how the necropolis
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formed, how main references developed progressively and how
the necropolis changed over time. The 3D model will thus be the
digital summary of the results of many years of research.

CHRISTINE RUPPERT
is an architect and building
archaeologist. She has been
collaborating in the Dra’ Abu
el-Naga project for several years.
Photo: Brumat

https://www.dainst.org/project/45955

How are the different types of landscape use distributed?
How were prehistoric settlements interconnected?
What structures – sanctuaries, graves, houses, craft activity areas –
are hidden in the soil?
Archaeologists investigate these and similar questions not only through
excavations but also in still more detail through remote sensing methods
and non-invasive surveying. The Unit for Survey and Excavation
Methodology at the Romano-Germanic Commission (RGK) has special
expertise in this field.
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The Unit for Survey and Excavation
Methodology supports archaeological
research projects of the German
Archaeological Institute and its cooperation
partners by carrying out surveys using
non-invasive or minimally invasive methods,
as well as excavations and scientific
analyses of archaeological objects and
structures. Remote sensing of archaeological
landscapes and sites is a non-invasive
method that uses satellite images, aerial
photographs or laser scans. For landscape
documentation the Division of Surveying
and Excavation Methods also uses UAV
systems (UAV = unmanned aerial vehicle),
also known as drones.

Since 2003 the Division of Surveying and
Excavation Methods has been carrying out
non-invasive magnetic prospections of
archaeological landscapes. The technique
needed and the know-how required were
further developed and improved. According
to the terrain, various sensors were used for
investigations. In this way it was possible to
survey areas difficult to access and also large
surfaces within a short time.
Core drillings that are carried out by the
division in a targeted manner on the basis
of the prospection results are a minimally
invasive method in the field. They provide
insights into the stratigraphic structure of a

site and yield sample material for scientific
analyses. The cores can be analysed in the
institute’s own laboratory.
For some time now the Unit for Survey
and Excavation Methodology has been
reinforcing the use of methods linked to
image-based 3D modelling (often also
referred to as SfM = Structure from Motion)
in order to generate high-resolution threedimensional data related to object or terrain
surfaces. The possibilities of this method are
wide-ranging. They range from the detailed
documentation of individual archaeological
objects to the complex modelling of a large
prehistoric settlement.

Diagram: Rassmann / Hohler-Brockmann

On the Orkney island of Rousay in the northernmost part of
Scotland Isabelle Hohle from the Unit for Survey and Excavation
Methodology at the RGK rumbles on a quad bike through one of
the many pasturing gates. She looks back – nothing’s got caught;
the attached sensor, about three metres wide fits perfectly
through the gap. The geomagnetic prospection of the island
can be carried out at a rapid pace. This is where archaeology
meets high-tech. Cutting-edge technique by itself is not enough.
What is important is to combine various methods in a targeted
manner according to the topic and, by doing this, to also collect
tangible practical values. Thus very large areas can be surveyed

by geomagnetic prospection in a quite short time. This process
records magnetic anomalies, which indicate subterranean
structures. Data that are collected in this way are used, in combination with other procedures, for the reconstruction of the
landscape and for the specific preparation of an excavation.
On Rousay large-scale surveying also documents monuments
hidden in the earth which are threatened by destruction because of increasing coastal erosion. The recording carried out by
Isabel Hohle and her colleagues from the RGK is part of a larger
project which aims at a comparative analysis of megalithic burial
landscapes in the Irish Boyne valley and on Scottish Rousay.

MAGNETIC PROSPECTION ON
THE ORKNEY ISLAND OF ROUSAY.
The measurement instrument (14-channel
magnetometer SENSYS MAGNETOR-MX ARCH)
is dragged here with a quad bike across the
uneven terrain. Photo: Rassmann

THE “FROM BOYNE TO BRODGAR” PROJECT
Archaeological institutions from Scotland and Ireland joined
forces within the project “From Boyne to Brodgar” in order to
analyse the earliest ritual and settlement landscapes in northwestern Europe. The World Heritage sites, which include the
Ring of Brodgar on the Orkney islands and the Irish Boyne valley
with the megalithic graves of Newgrange, Dowth and Knowth
are considered in their broader European and global context.
The collaborative analysis aims at a better understanding of
the common heritage of megalithic culture. This was a special
opportunity for the participating archaeologists from the RGK to
test various prospection methods and systems in use in a difficult
terrain and to adapt these to the different issues.
The structure of the geological subsoil, the present-day exploitation of the soils and the nature of the archaeological
remains hidden in the earth influence the surveying results.
The techniques and methods have to be specially designed for
each individual archaeological landscape and for each specific

research project. Through its work carried out in different regions
of Europe the Unit for Survey and Excavation Methodology
optimises the combination of varying methods for different
terrains. “For example, in regions with greater rainfall fluctuations
aerial photographs reveal more details than in regions with more
constant weather conditions. In Ireland and on the Orkney islands
high rainfall consistently favours plant growing. The crop marks
which are visible in other European regions during drier growth
periods, which can be possibly indicative of archaeological
structures such as tombs are only very rarely observed there,”
explains Knut Rassmann, head of the Unit. “This is why drones
are more rarely used here to carry traditional cameras. We use
additional multispectral sensors. These also register those light
wave ranges which are invisible to the human eye. The intersection
of different wave lengths or colour ribbons makes it possible to
identify, thanks to algorithms, archaeological structures even
in these landscapes. This year Hajo Höhler-Brockmann has

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEOLITHIC
SETTLEMENT OF SKARA BRAE
(ORKNEY ISLAND OF MAINLAND) and
the results stemming from the magnetic
prospection of a probably Neolithic
settlement near the Mid Howe broch on the
Orkney island of Rousay.
Photo: Rassmann, Graphics: Kalmbach
0
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THE UNIT FOR SURVEY AND EXCAVATION METHODOLOGY AT THE RGK

TERRASAR-X – GERMANY’S RADAR EYE IN SPACE

TITLE STORY

TerraSAR-X was created on behalf of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and funded by the Federal Ministry for Economy and Energy.
It is the first German satellite to be operated within a public-private
partnership between DLR and Airbus Defence
and Space (formerly Astrium): the exploitation of TerraSAR-X data for
scientific purposes is the responsibility of the
DLR, which is also responsible for the conception and implementation
of the mission and the satellite control.
Additional information: www.dlr.de

TERRASAR-X-STARING-SPOTLIGHT-RECORDING
with the monuments of Knowth, Newgrange
and Dowth (highlighted).
Photo: Busche, German Aerospace Center

completely documented the ten-square-metre-wide central area
of the Boyne valley using multispectral recording”.
Satellite images can also be used for remote sensing. At the
beginning of 2019 a project was launched in collaboration with
Thomas Busche from the German Aerospace Center (DLR). Every
day Knut Rassmann analyses the images of the earth observation
satellite TerraSAR-X for a dozen test areas in various regions of
Europe. “We view the images of different sites and the respective
differences: in winter when the ground is frozen there are different
images compared to spring when it is thawing. This is a matter of
soil humidity, perhaps also of root penetration. Thanks to these

satellite images we are able, for the first time, to observe a site
continuously throughout the year.”
The DLR benefits from the experience of archaeologists but also of
other participating specialists with regard to the methodological
analysis of the satellite images. “We are able to evaluate the radar
images of the DLR, because we have square-kilometre-wide
areas for which we know exactly what is in the soil thanks to our
magnetometric investigations,” says Knut Rassmann. “For us this
provides huge potential with regard to high-resolution images for
archaeological remote sensing.”

OVERALL PLAN OF THE COPPER AGE SETTLEMENT OF STOLICENI IN MOLDAVIA CREATED WITH DIFFERENT METHODS.
The precise plan provided the basis for the excavation of several pottery kilns. Because of its outstanding preservation one kiln was
removed as a block and prepared for exhibition at the National Museum of Chișineău. For a technological analysis of the kilns several
experimental reproductions were made, which were accompanied by precise measurements (for example thermographic images and
measurements of temperature development inside the kiln). Diagram: RGK

HOW TO BEST COMBINE DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES
Another example which shows how different methods and
technologies can interact, is Stolniceni in Moldavia. The Copper
Age settlement encompasses an area of 30 hectares. Since the
1960s archaeological investigations have been carried out at
Stolniceni. Despite extensive data from excavations and surveys
there are no actual orthophotos, precise topographic data or
terrain models available for the project. It was possible to fill
this gap using satellite images and aerial photographs. The
aerial photographs taken during overflying with drones made it
possible to calculate precise terrain models using the Structurefrom-Motion method. These were combined with the satellite
images. The terrain models include not only the site but also the
surrounding landscape. The magnetic prospections of the RGK
made it possible to depict invariably relevant archaeological
structures, including almost 400 house plans as well as roads,
ditches and pottery kilns and to join these in a precise overall plan
of an around 5800-years-old settlement.

In combination with a Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) the objects can be registered with a position accuracy of
± two centimetres. The precise plan provides a basis for decisions
about the location in which to carry out excavations. Particular
attention was paid to the 17 highly visible kilns, four of which
were excavated. These were used as a basis for the reconstruction of the Copper Age pottery production of a settlement community of almost 2000 inhabitants. The surveys, excavations and
the experimental reconstruction of the kilns provided insights
into Copper Age pottery crafts. These can be used to analyse
further issues regarding the division of labour or specialisation.
Research at Stolniceni as well as at other places was invariably
carried out in close collaboration with the local cooperation
partners. The colleagues of the partner countries are trained by
the RGK in surveying methods and data analysis. This promotes
joint future research in the long term.

VIEW OF THE CENTRAL PART OF THE UNESCO WORLD
HERITAGE REGION BRÚ NA BÓINNE (BOYNE VALLEY).
In the centre at the bottom of the picture the quad bike
with the magnetometric sensors. Photo: Rassmann
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SEISMIC MEASURING DEVICE
ON YIĞMA TEPE.
Up to 240 small seismometers are
connected to the devices which
make it possible to record the
diffusion of seismic waves (shock
waves) across the hill.
Photo: Rabbel

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF YIĞMA TEPE
IN PERGAMON

During Antiquity, the Hellenistic-Roman
metropolis Pergamon on the western coast
of Turkey was surrounded by at least eleven
tumuli, which were placed in a prominent
position on the plain or on hills. The most
impressive is the monumental Yığma Tepe,
which reaches a height of 34 metres and
a diameter of 158 metres. Neither illegal
excavations in post-ancient times nor a
gallery dug into the centre of the hill in
the early 20th century led to the discovery
of a burial chamber. In order to get to the
bottom of things and to better understand
the type of construction and the purpose
(tomb, cenotaph or monument?) of Yığma
Tepe, the hill has been investigated since
2014 by the Istanbul Department of the
DAI and the Institute of Geosciences
of the CAU Kiel. The results from the
trial trenches laid out at the circular
enclosure and in the external layers of the
mound were connected to geophysical

measurements which reach
down to the natural subsoil of
the hill. Various technologies
were combined: structures close
to the surface were identified
using traditional methods such
as radar, geoelectrics or geomagnetics.
Geoseismic measurements turned out to
be particularly suitable for penetrating the
inner part of the hill thanks to their high
penetration depth and their sufficient
resolution. In addition, on the hill 240 small
seismometers were connected, which
registered the diffusion of seismic waves
across the hill. The shock waves were
generated by hammer blows at regularly
distributed points. These analyses have so
far been used to investigate one section
across the hill, which shows the different
stratigraphic units of layers and the phases
of the mound deposit. Several anomalies
(“Seismic Objects of Interest”) could be

VIEW OF YIĞMA TEPE SOUTH OF PERGAMON on an aerial
photograph taken from the north-west with trial trenches in the
enclosing wall. Photo: Weiser
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identified for which re-examinations will be
required to determine their location and
size and to look at cavities. If these cavities
can be confirmed, after a joint evaluation
by geophysicians and archaeologists,
as being potential burial chamber(s), an
investigation using micro-invasive methods
will have to be scheduled as a subsequent
step. Any future excavation of Yığma
Tepe, which is part of the UNESCO World
Heritage Site is impossible for reasons of
cultural preservation.
The project is supported by the Agence
nationale de la recherche and the German
Research Foundation as part of a GermanFrench cooperation.

3D VIEW OF THE STRATIGRAPHIC MODEL
of Yığma Tepe based on geoseismic analyses.
Illustration: R. Mecking, W. Rabbel, E. Erkul

2

3

1 PERCUSSION DRILLING at the Neolithic settlement mound of
Bapska in Croatia. Photo: Scholz
2 THE CORES are cut open and halved. Photo: Hohler-Brockmann
3 THE SEGMENTS, one metre long and five centimetres wide, contain
enough material for various scientific analyses. Photo: Kalmbach

THE SOIL AS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCE
Accurate surveying of a site area makes it possible to carry out
targeted core drillings and to obtain sediment samples from
house areas, pits or ditches. The RGK’s Unit for Survey and
Excavation Methodology has its own laboratory, where sampling
is carried out and the samples are prepared for scientific analyses.
Some analyses are carried out at the laboratory. For other analyses
such as radiocarbon dating or pollen analysis a large network of
partner institutions is available. Dr. Isabel Hohle, prehistorian
and deputy director of the unit explains the procedure: “Using a
special instrument, a so-called susceptibility measurement instrument, we can measure the magnetic excitability of sediments
in the cores, which yields initial indications for more precise
analyses. Magnetic susceptibility is particularly caused by iron
compounds and fire influence. Soil chemistry can provide insights
into settlement activities and settlement intensity. Here we are
primarily interested in phosphor values. Even 90 years ago it was
noticed that increased phosphor content in the soil is related
to human activities. This is primarily waste or excrement. But
metal processing sites can also be identified by higher values,
for example of copper. For the soil-chemical analyses of cores or
sediment samples taken during excavations we use a portable

X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF). Over the last few years
we have analysed about 5000 core samples from excavations or
core drilling surveys. It is important that one half of each core be
archived so that we will be able to take further samples in the
future with new emerging analysis methods.”
Over the last few years a series of scientific analyses of soil samples
has been carried out. “For example, if archaeological layers or structures contain remains of excrements possible diseases can be
attested to through the identification of parasites. In some cases
certain fungal spores are preserved in the soil. Results related
to environment, climate and diet for example can be obtained
from plant micro- or macroremains, i.e. pollen, seeds, fruits or
stones. The hitherto known and established scientific methods
of analysis of archaeological soil samples are constantly being
further developed and it can be expected that new methods will
come along in the next few decades,” explains Isabel Hohle. “For
this reason we archive one half of each core, which is sealed in a
special foil. Equally, already analysed samples are archived in the
sample cups. This means that not only are the analyses repeatable,
but the samples are also available for the application of future
technologies.”
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4 CERTAIN ANALYSES can be carried out in the RGK
laboratory. Photo: Kalmbach

5

5 FOR FUTURE ANALYSES AND COMPARISONS
the cores and sediment samples are archived by the
Unit for Survey and Excavation Methodology.
Photo: Hohle

Current investigations at the Max-Planck-Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in Leipzig show that the archiving of cores and soil
samples is important. The scientists were able to identify DNA
traces of Neanderthals and Denisova humans in cave sediments.
So far this had been possible only using teeth or bones. The DNA
analysis of sediments promises valuable new insights and can
also be applied – as is indicated by the results of the analyses –
to samples that have been stored for long periods. In a pilot
study with the Max-Planck Institute in Leipzig archaeologists
from the RGK are currently examining the potential of samples
from Neolithic and Bronze Age settlement structures taken from
ongoing excavations.

THE MES AYNAK COPPER MINE AND MOUNTAIN (Loghar province, Afghanistan), 30 kilometres south of Kabul. Buildings and fortifications dated between the 3rd and the 7th century AD surround traces of ancient exploitations of the ore deposit. Photo: Steiniger

More about:
https://www.mpg.de/11247830/dna-cave-sediments

Mining archaeology research in Afghanistan
DR. KNUT RASSMANN
heads the Unit of Survey and Excavation at the Romano-Germanic
Commission.
Photo: C. Rassmann

Up-to-date insights into the research of the Romano-Germanic
Commission (RGK) is provided by the blog ‘crossing borders –
building contacts’.
https://www.dainst.blog/crossing-borders/
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PORTABLE XRF
ANALYSERS (pXRF)
A scanner that scans an archaeological discovery, emits a
short beep and then reveals, how old the object is, where
it comes from and how it was used does not yet exist –
much to the disappointment of many archaeologists.
But what does exist are portable XRF analysers, which
determine the chemical composition of objects using
X-ray fluorescence analysis.
The DAI’s Eurasia Department uses these instruments
for mining archaeology research in Afghanistan.
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Photo: Steiniger

THE SPECIFIC CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SLAG SAMLPLES CAN BE
DETERMINED USING PXRF.
Photo: Thomalsky

For a couple of years non-invasive portable electron-dispersive
X-ray fluorescence analysis (pXRF) has made it possible to identify
the chemical composition of objects without, as is otherwise
often the case, damage or destruction. Using so-called pXRF, the
elemental composition is measured at the surface and – in simple
terms – the atoms in the sample under study are stimulated by
X-radiation and send back element-specific radiations to the
detector. This allows it to calculate the type and the quantity of
the elements contained in the sample.

These instruments were primarily developed for the economic
sector and are used, for example, for the prospection of ore and
metals, for the recycling of scrap metal, for the identification of
precious metals during the production process or by goldsmiths,
and by customs officers for imported goods. They had to be
adapted to scientific use with sometimes very specific issues.
Various firms and laboratories in collaboration with research
institutes have, for example, developed archaeometry calibration
programmes that are used more specifically for pottery studies
and archaeometallurgy.

Thus for example artefacts made of metal, faience, glass and
ceramic, as well as ores, slags and alloys and their corrosion
layers can be analysed. In addition a wide range of stones and
soil samples as well as the heavy metals they can contain and all
types of non-organic materials are suitable for analysis. This opens
up a large field of possibilities for archaeology with regard to the
conservation, restoration and study of the objects.
Scientific materials analyses play a crucial role in archaeology.
They help to answer questions as to the origin of artefacts as well
as about manufacturing and functional aspects. The so-called
geochemical fingerprint of objects can help to clarify, for example,
the provenance of various mineral raw materials, of ceramic wares
and of metal objects. Thus it was possible to deduce that lapis
lazuli was probably transported from northern Afghan deposits
to the Neolithic settlements of Yarim Tappe (Iran) and Mehrgarh
(Pakistan) as early as the 7th millennium BC.
The abundance of mineral and ore deposits in Afghanistan has
been known for a long time and has been exploited since the
Stone Age. However, little is known about prehistoric mining
and the distribution of raw materials in Afghanistan. There are no
reliable data so the debate about the pivotal and central role of
Afghanistan in raw material supply for bronze metallurgy and the
extent and orientation of ancient economic relationships remain
often speculative.

The analysis of raw materials exploited during prehistoric and
ancient times is increasing in importance. Comparative data
bases and collections play a central role in the development of
new analytical methods and technologies, in the checking of
results and, if necessary, in their calibration. The DAI’s Eurasia
Department has at its disposal a comprehensive collection of the
archaeologically most relevant ores and minerals. Here, the results
of the pXRF can be checked directly.

In a richly illustrated booklet the Eurasia Department
provides information about ancient mining and resource
exploitation in Afghanistan:
https://www.dainst.org/publikationen/broschueren

THE PETROGRAPHIC COLLECTION OF THE EURASIA DEPARTMENT is completed by a database which contains a large
number of analyses of pottery wares, soil samples from excavations and their surroundings and metal varieties from a
wide range of periods. The measurement data obtained by pXRF continuously complete this stock. Photo: Steiniger
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LAPIS LAZULI is a sought-after ornamental
stone for which the Badakhshan province
is considered as being the only source
used during prehistory. During the 4th and
3rd millennium BC lapis lazuli was traded
over long distances as is shown by the
distribution map. Map: Thomalsky

TITLE STORY
SINCE APRIL 2014 THE EURASIA DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN USING
THE NITON XL3 HYBRID MODEL MADE BY THERMO SCIENTIFIC.
Hitherto over 11,000 individual measurements have been carried out
for DAI projects and various cooperation partners.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PXRF
The analyses are very flexible and fast as the pXRF instrument
is easy to use and can be held directly on the objects to be
measured. They thus complement long-established laboratory
analyses. Used or cleaned parts which have no patina of deposits
of dirt or other materials that may falsify the measurements are
best suited for the analyses. A fresh smooth breakage on a pottery
sherd is the simplest ideal measurement surface. Sherds covered
by calcareous crusts or heavily corroded metal objects with a thick
patina will, by contrast, yield values diverging from the original
composition. This can be avoided through targeted sampling and
by analysing – as is the case for traditional laboratory methods –
clean material from the core of the artefacts. On a case-to-case
basis a decision has to be taken as to whether the opening of a
fresh surface or the sampling of clean material from the core can
be justified or whether preservation reasons outweigh sampling
benefits. On huge objects such as columns or statues freshly
flaked-off areas can often be identified which have not been
resealed by centuries-old patina.
Nonetheless, the composition of the patina or corrosion layer
should not be considered as an interfering factor for pXRF
measurements. It is an essential source of information for the
reconstruction of preservation conditions and can provide
insights into the history of an object.
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AN INITIAL SELECTION FOR GEOCHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION CAN
BE MADE using the portable XRF spectrometer, which identifies
almost every element from magnesium to uranium. The portable
test stand surrounding the rock sample provides protection against
harmful radiation. Photos: Steiniger

PXRF is useful for the SCHEDULING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
CONSERVATION MEASURES – here metal objects in the restoration
laboratory of the national museum in Kabul are shown.
Photo: Steiniger

AFGHAN COLLEAGUES are trained in workshops at the Eurasia
Department in how to use the pXRF instrument.
Photo: Karaucak

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION OF PORTABLE
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS
Internationally acknowledged and certified reference standards
guarantee the precision and quality of the measurements in
the long term and these can be checked at any time. The CurtEngelhorn-Centre for Archaeometry in Mannheim and the archaeometallurgy research department at the German Mining Museum
in Bochum are longstanding cooperation partners of the Eurasia
Department. Both institutions have structurally identical pXRF
instruments and a multitude of varying laboratory methods
for materials analysis that enable them to carry out competent
comparative measurements and to cover aspects that are not
accessible using pXRF. In this respect not only are new results
and improved standards related to pXRF developed by direct
exchange but the possibilities and limits of the method are also
actively steadily expanded and newly defined.
In future analyses pXRF is a good opportunity for an initial recording of larger measurement series (screening). Time and costintensive laboratory analyses could then be reserved for organic
samples and problematic cases. PXRF not only reduces labour
and costs, it also optimises the processes of documentation, preservation, restoration and analysis because the measurement
results are available immediately after the measuring. They can be
fed directly into the subsequent project scheduling. In this way,
for example, conservation measures can be optimally adapted to
suit material requirements.

PXRF is also increasing in importance for archaeological research
in countries in which the export of sample materials is impossible.
For example in Tajikistan there is no institutional laboratory analytics for archaeology. PXRF thus provides a unique opportunity
to obtain the results of chemical analysis directly on site. The
situation in Afghanistan is similar. Without the use of portable
materials analysers it would not be possible in Afghanistan to carry
out scientific materials analyses as there are hardly any functioning
laboratories. Currently, pXRF is the only method for identifying
rapidly, easily and comparatively precisely non-organic materials
on site, during excavations and in the field as well as in museums,
depots and restoration laboratories. As regards restoration and
conservation in particular accurate materials identification is extremely important for the coordination of the subsequent work
stages. The Eurasia Department is therefore training its Afghan
colleagues in workshops lasting several weeks, among other
subjects in scientific-based working procedures and international
security standards related to the pXRF. If the equipment is used
incorrectly, the X-rays emitted during analysis are harmful to the
health of users, collaborators and spectators.

PD DR. NIKOLAUS BOROFFKA
is a specialist in Pakistani and
Central Asian archaeology at the
DAI’s Eurasia Department. He
supervises the project “Resource
exploitation and ancient mining in
Afghanistan (RESAF)“.
Photo: R. Boroffka

DR. DANIEL STEINIGER
is researcher at the DAI’s Eurasia
Department. He carries out
studies into prehistoric mining
and raw material exploitation in
Afghanistan.
Photo: Steiniger

https://www.dainst.org/project/120481
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IDAI.WORLD interconnects different data
bases and data services, including digitised
publications, archive collections and the
central online catalogue of the libraries.

PORTRAIT

Henriette Senst
Good organisation and a ‘tool box’

HENRIETTE SENST
has been Director of the libraries,
archives and editorial offices of the DAI’s
Central Scientific Services since summer
2019. Photo: Gauss

In summer 2019 Henriette Senst took over as director of the
libraries and archives of the German Archaeological Institute.
An important task: the DAI maintains sixteen specialised libraries
worldwide for international cooperation. The complete digital
catalogue contains nearly 1.5 million media entries and the archives include innumerable, so far only partially analysed archive
pages and excavation documents. One of the new director’s main
tasks is to further develop the digitisation of llibraries and archives,
to further entangle the different media and thus to contribute to
the shaping of a comprehensive digital information infrastructure,
i.e. the DAI’s Central Scientific Services. Henriette Senst is
addressing this task in collaboration with the director of the
Division of Information Technologies and with many colleagues
worldwide. She meets her new colleagues with a great deal of
curiosity and warmth and she meets the scientific challenges with
her special “tool box”, which contains specialised knowledge and
methods for digitisation and change management of libraries.
In her previous career Henriette Senst had no direct relationship
to archaeology. But the library and information scientist has 30
years’ professional experience and “a profound feeling for service
and organisation” as she puts it.

For almost twenty years she headed a life-sciences library and
worked intensively in the field of research data management.
She puts this know-how and her tool box of methodical
equipment to work at the German Archaeological Institute. And
everything is based on extensive preparatory work. With iDAI.
world the DAI has developed a digital scientific infrastructure
based on interconnected systems.
For Henriette Senst the main appeal of her work is optimising
these systems, interconnecting them and working out with
colleagues, which tool is the most suitable. She wants to develop
common concepts and support the relevant departments in their
implementation. As a coordinator she can pool processes and
create synergies. She is wise to the fact that “digitisation forces us
to develop a central strategical organisation.”
In order to enhance its position in the field of information
infrastructure the DAI last year set up the Central Scientific Services
(ZWD) which are jointly headed by Henriette Senst and Reinhard
Förtsch, the director of the Division of Information Technologies.

HENRIETTE SENST MEETS THE TEAMS
OF THE VARIOUS LIBRARIES –
HERE THE ROME DEPARTMENT.
Photo: Gauss

FROM HISTORICAL TRAVEL LITERATURE TO
HANDWRITTEN CATALOGUE CARDS:
The DAI libraries and archives do not contain
only current specialist literature.
Photo: DAI Kairo
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The ZWD is two-pronged: it consists on the one hand of technical
and scientific IT and on the other hand of the libraries, archives/
photographic collections and editing. In this way the DAI stays
abreast of changes in which digitality progressively dissolves
boundaries between media and fields of activity. Indeed, central
issues such as retro-digitisation and digital publication ultimately
concern all fields of activity.
The aim of the ZWD is not only to provide an extensive research
infrastructure. Within a proper research agenda the ZWD also
analyses the conditions required to best manage the research
results of archaeological sciences and to make them visible. This
also concerns text mining technologies, impact tracking and the
legally watertight re-use of digital sources. In this respect there
are no ready for application solutions for archaeological sciences,
stresses Henriette Senst, so that the DAI’s internal research work
becomes necessary.

Michael “Miguel” Kunst
40 years of archaeology on the Iberian Peninsula

Henriette Senst considers her activity as an interface. In the same
way as base camps are needed for scientific expeditions in order
to ensure supplies and equipment, the libraries are needed to
provide the equipment for scientific work. Science is invariably
based on previous knowledge and previous work. “Once the
backpack is packed, one ventures into the unknown,” she says.
“Librarians walk along the border. They fill the lunchboxes for
scientists and check that those who are ‘in the field’ are optimally
equipped.”
In the course of digitisation – to stick with this image – those who
fill the lunchboxes become those who set the compass.

Knowledge management traditionally is one of the central tasks
of libraries. The fact that knowledge and research will be digitised
has to be acknowledged by everyone who carries out scientific
research. At a national level the Federal Government and the
Länder have recently decided on the development of long-term
research data management and the establishment of procedures
for the standardised management of research data.
At the DAI Henriette Senst wants to do her best to support the
scientists in the various stages of their research. This also implies
that the libraries provide an appropriate infrastructure for digital
research data. Henriette Senst is committed to setting standards
for this and “to getting the systems off the ground and seeing
them fly”.

The national research data infrastructure (NFDI) intends to systematically record, sustainably safeguard and make available the
data stocks from science and research and to interconnect these
(inter-)nationally.
Read more about this in the interview in the ‘focus’ section, p. 12.

PD DR. MICHAEL KUNST
was a researcher at the DAI’s Madrid
Department from 1994 to 2019.
Photo: M. Latova
HENRIETTE SENST IN DISCUSSION WITH THE IT-DIRECTOR OF THE
DAI, REINHARD FÖRTSCH. Photo: Boecker

During his prehistory studies Michael Kunst, after he had carried
out excavations in the clay soils of northern Germany working
at the former Niedersächsisches Landesinstitut für Marschenund Wurtenforschung, discovered the dry soils of the Iberian
Peninsula. And – to put it simply – he stuck with these for the
rest of his scientific career.
42 years ago his PhD supervisor, Edward Sangmeister, and
Hermanfrid Schubart, then second director of the DAI’s Madrid
Department, invited him to participate in the Zambujal project
in Portugal. From 1964 on, Hermanfrid Schubart supervised the
first systematic excavations in Zambujal in cooperation with
Edward Sangmeister. Michael Kunst analysed the pottery finds
from this strongly fortified Copper Age settlement – a topic
which was the subject of his PhD thesis completed in 1982 –
and thus laid out the foundation stone for his scientific career.
In the following years he returned to Zambujal regularly and
took over the supervision of the excavations from 1994 on.
After his PhD thesis in Freiburg Michael Kunst was granted the
travel grant of the German Archaeological Institute in 1984. He
visited western and southern Europe, former Czechoslovakia,
Syria, Jordan, Egypt and Turkey. In addition to memories of
many nice but also some risky situations Michael Kunst primarily
experienced an enlarged perspective on the archaeology of
the entire Mediterranean basin which would characterise his
research. His visits to archaeological monuments and specialist
exchanges with local colleagues deepened his understanding
of a wide-spun network of ancient relationships. He frequently
developed the subjects of his later research focuses – among
other things innovations, trade relationships and the exploitation
of resources including the connected societal transformations –
beyond archaeological cultures and across large geographic
spaces.

AS A DAI TRAVEL GRANT HOLDER Michael Kunst visited
Morocco, Spain, Portugal, Southern France, Italy, Austria,
former Yugoslavia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Northern Greece
among other places. The picture was taken in Resafa (Syria)
where he (left) had travelled with Mark A. Brandes (right) and
Norbert Ehrhardt. Photo: Ehrhardt
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Recontruction drawing: Gromicho;
THE FORTRESS OF ZAMBUJAL
is located near the Atlantic coast in
Portuguese Estremadura. The walls built
in the 3rd/2nd millennium BCE are in parts
preserved up to a height of over four metres.
Zambujal is one of the best documented
Copper Age settlements on the Iberian
Peninsula.
Map: Staedtler/de Frutos, Photo: Kunst

After the travel grant Michael Kunst turned back to the archaeology of the Iberian Peninsula and participated in several projects
at the DAI Madrid. He gained his habilitation in 1994 at the
Goethe University Frankfurt a. M. and in the same year he took up
a position as a specialist in prehistory at the Madrid Department.
In this function he carried out several excavation campaigns at
Zambujal. Further field work was primarily concerned with the
geoarchaeological investigation of the surrounding region and
landscape reconstruction. Already as a student he extended his
studies to a wide range of complementary disciplines – Slavic
studies, Near Eastern Archaeology, Medieval History, Anthropology and Biology. And also during his work at the DAI Madrid
he commonly chose an interdisciplinary approach for his projects
– for example the study of the neolithisation process in the area of
Ambrona in Central Spain, which he carried out in collaboration
with Manuel Rojo of the University of Valladolid – and he combined humanities and natural sciences methods of analysis.
In Madrid he also headed the photo archive of the Department
which is one of the largest on the Iberian Peninsula. He began
structured digitisation of the comprehensive stocks including
pictures related to all periods ranging from the Palaeolithic to the
Middle Ages from Spain, Portugal, Andorra, Gibraltar and northwest Africa. For this mammoth task he benefited from his early
digital affinity.
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WHEN HE WAS A STUDENT MICHAEL
KUNST STARTED HIS COLLABORATION IN
THE ZAMBUJAL PROJECT.
He wrote his doctoral thesis about the
pottery finds of the settlement.
Photo: Patterson

As a student he had learned not only Spanish and Portuguese
but also the programming language Fortran and he became
interested in EDP in archaeology – which was unusual in the 1970s.

Photo: M. Latova

Design: Moreira

THE EXHIBITION „HISTORISCHE FRAGEN UM ZAMBUJAL. 50 JAHRE DES DEUTSCHEN
ARCHÄOLOGISCHEN INSTITUTS IN TORRES VEDRAS“ at the Museu Municipal Leonel Trindade
was inaugurated in 2016. The museum is named after the Portuguese archaeologist
Leonel Trindade, who discovered Zambujal.

IN MARCH 2019 COLLEAGUES, FRIENDS AND COMPANIONS
CAME TOGETHER IN HONOUR OF MICHAEL KUNST
on the occasion of his retirement after four decades of
collaboration with the DAI Madrid. Photo: M. Latova

Just as he himself had benefited from the invitation of his supervisor to Zambujal, from further assistance by Hermanfrid Schubart
and from the continuous support of the Portuguese archaeologist Leonel Trindade, he too promoted young scientists when
he himself was a professor at the Institute for Archaeological
Sciences in Frankfurt. This included the organisation of seminars
coupled with excursions at the DAI Madrid and in Portugal and
the involvement of degree theses to his archaeological projects.
It goes without saying that he provided the best possible support
with the Madrid Department to the current travel grant holders
who visit the Iberian Peninsula every year.
In 2014 Michael Kunst curated his fourth exhibition in Torres
Vedras (Portugal) on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the
DAI excavations in Zambujal. And looked back some way to his
very personal history.
Michael Kunst retired in spring 2019. He still remains faithful to
Iberian archaeology and he is currently preparing additional publications about Zambujal and its surrounding region.
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IRAQI-GERMAN EXPERT FORUM
Training programmes for the safeguarding
of Iraqi cultural heritage
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I

n June 2019 the third year of
the Iraqi-German Expert Forum
on Cultural Heritage successfully
completed its one-year training
programme. Over a twelve-month
period the Iraqi participants underwent intensive training regarding
modern techniques and methods
related to the preservation of building
structures and developed strategies
for case studies in Germany and in
Iraq. The Iraqi-German Expert Forum
on Cultural Heritage – or IGEF-CH
– is an initiative launched three years
ago by Margarete van Ess in order to
provide a response to the increasing
destruction of archaeological and
historical monuments in Iraq.
As long-standing head of the Bagdad
Branch and of the excavation in
Uruk/Warka in Iraq she has an insight
into the situation of threatened
heritage sites in the region.

BASED ON EXCAVATED OR STILL STANDING BUILDING STRUCTURES
IN IRAQ THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROGRAMME ARE TRAINED IN
MODERN ARCHAEOLOGICAL, ARCHITECTURAL AND HERITAGE
PRESERVATION METHODS.
Photo: Siegel
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VARIOUS HISTORICAL BUILDINGS IN IRAQ serve as case studies
for the IGEF-CH participants to experience building archaeology
methods, damage mapping and preservation scheduling.
Photos: Siegel

Photo: Wagner

Photo: Issa

Photo: Siegel

Photo: Siegel

DIE NUMISMATISCHE ARBEIT BEGINNT
MIT DER SORGFÄLTIGEN DOKUMENTATION WÄHREND DER ARCHÄOLOGISCHEN AUSGRABUNG.
Foto: Bourne Valley Hortfund © British
Museum/Portable Antiquities Scheme

Iraq has a rich millennia-old cultural heritage: 5000-year-old
megacities, monumental mudbrick architecture and tens of
thousands of archaeological sites. This heritage is increasingly
threatened. Climate change and erosion as well as modern
infrastructure measures present continuous challenges to its
preservation. The targeted destructions carried out by the socalled Islamic State have caused a serious loss of cultural heritage
in Iraq. Systematic documentation, preservation measures and
comprehensive restoration projects are active answers to this
destruction.
In order to support the preservation of Iraqi cultural heritage,
the DAI is carrying out numerous projects in collaboration
with different partners. The training of Iraqi scientists within
IGEF-CH contributes to this. Here, cutting-edge methods of the
preservation of building substance are transmitted.

As part of a one-year programme archaeologists from the Iraqi
Antiquities Authority (State Board of Antiquities and Heritage)
are trained in building documentation, building archaeology,
damage mapping and evaluation as well as in the theory and
practice of heritage preservation in Berlin and in Iraq. Based on
concrete examples of archaeological and historical buildings
architects and conservators with specific expertise – e. g. in the
preservation of mudbrick architectures – provide the training. For
example, different patterns of damage are analysed together and
corresponding measures for emergency preservation and later
safeguarding are developed. After a two-month training course in
Berlin, all the participants work autonomously on a project in Iraq.
During the project work they have the support of the supervisors
from Berlin through regular exchanges and during training
modules.

Faisal Mohammed Saleh al-Karawi, a participant during the third
year, explains how the participants apply what they have learned
in an interview with the Archaeological Heritage Network
(ArcHerNet). He is director of the Antiquities Authority Diyala
northeast of Bagdad. For the ten-month project work on site he
chose the topic of the western aisle of the trade station of Khan
Bani Saad dated to the 17th century AD. As part of the project
he extensively documented the existing structure, studied the
history of the building, analysed the heritage value, mapped the
building damages and developed a preservation and exploitation
concept for the site.

The complete interview with Faisal Mohammed Saleh al-Karawi
is available in English and Arabic:
https://www.archernet.org/2019/08/20/the-ruin-of-khan-banisaad-iraq-interview-with-faisal-mohammed-saleh-al-karawi/

COOPERATION PARTNERS
University of Applied Sciences Potsdam –
Department Civil Engineering
HTW Berlin University of Applied Sciences –
Study programme Conservation and Restoration
ICOMOS Germany
Berlin Heritage Conservation Authority
Berlin State Museums
Prussian Palaces and Gardens Foundation Berlin-Brandenburg
Technical University of Berlin – Department of Building Archaeology
Büro Klessing • Hoffschildt I Architekten
Büro Ziegert | Seiler Ingenieure
Carsten Krüger Film- und Fernsehproduktions GmbH
P.ing Präventionsingenieure
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The Iraqi-German Expert Forum on
Cultural Heritage is a project that is part
of the initiative “Zero Hour” and is funded
by the Federal Foreign Office.
Additional information:
https://www.archernet.org

DURING THE YEAR 2018/19 IGEF-CH participant
Faisal Mohammed Saleh al-Karawi chose the ruin of the Khan Bani
Saad in Diyala, in order to apply the building archaeology and
preservation methods he had learned. Photo: al-Karawi
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THE CENTRAL FOCUS OF
IGEF-CH is the training
in methods, techniques
and standards of heritage
preservation. The training
takes place in Berlin and
in Iraq.

1st year summer 2016

10 months individual
project in Iraq with support
Remote supervision &
incorporation into CHprojects of the DAI in Iraq

2nd year

2 weeks presentation
and discussion of the
results in Berlin

2 months training in
Arabic in Berlin
2nd year summer 2017

EVERYDAY ARCHAEOLOGY

2 months training
courses in Arabic
in Berlin

AT THE END OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME the projects are
presented and discussed in Berlin or in Iraq. In parallel the next
training year starts. Photo: Nador

1st year

10 months individual
project in Iraq with support
Remote supervision &
incorporation into CHprojects of the DAI in Iraq

2 weeks presentation
and discussion of the
results in Berlin

Diagram: Fless

The participants during the first year
(2016/2017) made a documentary film
during the training in Iraq about the
inspection, discussion and implementation
of emergency preservation measures for
various buildings. It can be watched at
https://youtu.be/N-hky5yQXnw

MANY CONCRETE MEASURES RELATED
TO HERITAGE PRESERVATION

WE CAN ONLY SAFEGUARD WHAT WE KNOW
Ulrike Siegel, who has been coordinating the IGEF-CH since 2016,
explains: “We can only safeguard what we know. Only a detailed
exploration of a building makes it possible to develop measures
suitable for its preservation. This principle is respected by the
courses that are carried out based on case studies as well as by
the project work. By working on an individual project related to
a threatened building in Iraq, each participant autonomously
implements the different work stages from documentation via
exploration and evaluation up to the scheduling of preservation
and develops a site concept which takes into consideration the
uniqueness of each building.”

Meanwhile over three years a total of 35 employees of the
Iraqi Antiquities Authority have successfully completed the
Iraqi-German Expert Forum on Cultural Heritage. Most of the
courses were taught in Arabic so that the specific terminology
corresponded to the local language. A positive result of the
programme is also the promotion of the proper terminology as
a working tool.
At the end of the training programme the participants’ projects are
discussed together. During the final discussion the participants of
the subsequent year are present. This allows it to hold discussions
that extend beyond the province and training boundaries. And it
supports the participants to connect – with each other as well as
with international colleagues.

THE PARTICIPANTS
DISCUSS AND
COLLABORATE
AT BUILDINGS
IN IRAQ AND ON
PLANNING GAMES.

Other measures such as collaboration in boards for the safeguarding of Iraqi cultural heritage or the commitment to the
enhancement of the German legal situation for the safeguarding
and restitution of illegally removed cultural property require a
lot of patience.

Photo: Siegel
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In addition to the training initiative IGEF-CH the German Archaeological Institute together with partners of the Archaeological
Heritage Network (ArcHerNet) and international cooperation
partners are promoting heritage preservation in multiple ways.
“After the reconquest of the northern Iraqi city of Mosul the
members of the Antiquities Authority discovered not only a
destroyed museum but also devastated and plundered offices. All
the furniture, power generators and technical instruments such
as computers had been destroyed or stolen, and urgently needed
measuring devices and documentation tools such as cameras
or tachymeters had long since been lost. “So in Mosul it was not
possible to carry out the urgent damage mapping autonomously,”
reports Margarete van Ess. “Thanks to the support of the Federal
Foreign Office the Antiquities Authority of Mosul was re-equipped
with modern technical tools at the beginning of the year.“
In some cases, when it is ‘only’ a matter of materials or an instrument that is missing help can be provided rather rapidly. Even
specific archive folders and a modern DIN-A0 scanner for the
archive of the Iraqi Antiquities Authority support the colleagues
on site.

Information about the project is available in English and Arabic:
https://www.dainst.org/project/2187035

DR. DR. H. C. MARGARETE VAN ESS
is the scientific director of the
Orient Department of the DAI.
She has been carrying out research
in Iraq for more than 30 years and is
particularly committed to heritage
preservation in the region.
Photo: Wagner
DR.-ING. ULRIKE SIEGEL
is a researcher at the Orient
Department of the DAI and since
2016 has been the coordinator of
the Iraqi-German Expert Forum on
Cultural Heritage.
Photo: Nath

Photo: Siegel
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CAMP OF THE RESEARCH UNIT
ULAANBAATAR FOR FIELD WORK IN THE
UYGHUR CAPITAL KARABALGASUN.
Photo: Rohland

The DAI
in Mongolia
The research unit
Ulaanbaatar
In 2007 the German Archaeological Institute
established a research unit in Ulaanbaatar,
the capital of Mongolia, in order to provide
a basis for its long-standing local research
activities. In close cooperation with the
Institute for Archaeology of the Mongolian
Academy of Sciences and the National
University Ulaanbaatar, the Commission
for Archaeology of Non-European Cultures
(KAAK) has been carrying out excavation
work in Karakorum for almost twenty years.
Genghis Khan founded the city around
1220 AD as the capital of the Mongolian
Empire. Since 2007 the DAI has also participated in excavations in Karabalgasun,
300 kilometres west of Ulaanbaatar as part
of the Mongolian-German Orchon Expedition. The city of Karabalgasun, founded in
744/745 AD can only be investigated by
interdisciplinary collaboration given its
huge total surface area of nearly 32 square
kilometres.
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Russian, Mongolian and German representatives from various disciplines also participated in the excavation of several
kurgans in the Mongolian Altai Mountains.
The establishment of a research unit reflects the aim of the DAI to continuously
participate further on in the joint archaeological exploration of Mongolia.
Thanks to the generous support of the
Theodor-Wiegand-Gesellschaft it was possible to establish the research unit close to
the Institute for Archaeology and History
of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences. It
provides an opportunity for regular exchange with Mongolian colleagues and
is the residence and office of two or three
scientists during longer research stays.
On the occasion of the visit of former
Federal Foreign Minister Dr. Frank-Walter
Steinmeier to Mongolia in 2014, the excavation cooperation between the Mongolian
State and the Federal Republic of Germany

was extended. Thus further exploration of
the ancient Mongolian capital is ensured.
Preservation and mediation measures are
also part of this scientific collaboration.
Thus the Great Hall of Karakorum was made
accessible to visitors after preservation
work had been carried out. Information
panels on site and digital reconstructions
vividly explain the construction process
and the design of the building.
A film about the 3D reconstruction is
available:
https://youtu.be/ZXA8V04CaBs

RESEARCH UNIT
ULAANBAATAR
Ulaanbaatar
Mongolia
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The locations of the German Archaeological Institute
Berlin
Bonn
Munich
Frankfurt-am-Main
Athens
Istanbul
Rome
Lisbon
Madrid

Cairo
Jerusalem
Amman
Sana’a
Beijing
Bagdad
Damascus
Ulaanbaatar
Tehran

https://www.dainst.org/standort/ulaanbaatar
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n the south-eastern part of the Greek
island of Samos near the present-day
city of Pythagoreio (formerly Tigani)
a sanctuary was erected in honour of
the goddess Hera the origins of which
can be traced back to prehistoric
times. It is located in the estuary of
the Imbrasos river, one of the largest
of several rivers in the fertile alluvial
plain.
According to local myth, the goddess
Hera was born on the bank of the
Imbrasos river under a chaste tree
(Vitex agnus-castus). During Antiquity
her sacred site, the Heraion, was
already known for its wealth of
water and its luxuriant vegetation
– characteristics which would later
present archaeologists with particular
challenges.

ARCHAEOLOGY
IN A CHEST WADER
Ancient and modern water management at the Heraion of Samos
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THE HERA SANCTUARY OF SAMOS during Antiquity was famous
for its wealth of water. Today the temple area is regularly flooded in
spring.
Photo: Dreher
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PANORAMA
DRILLING OPERATIONS NORTHWEST OF THE GREAT TEMPLE.
It is possible to identify a sequence
of grey flood-loam layers (left) and
reddish river sediments (right) in
the core.
Photos: Fuchs

DURING ANTIQUITY SAMOS WAS ALSO CALLED “FLOWERING” (PITIOUSSA) OR
“LEAFY” (PHILLAS). Today archaeologists try to keep the proliferating vegetation in the
Hera sanctuary under control. Photo: Fuchs

WATER MANAGEMENT
IN THE HERAION

“ALMOST INDESTRUCTIBLE VEGETATION”
Since the beginning of the 20th century the sanctuary has been
explored by archaeological researchers. Since 1925 the German
Archaeological Institute has been active at the site. Right up
to the present day archaeologists have had to face particular
difficulties during excavations: the “indestructible vegetation”,
dense undergrowth formed by reeds, rambling blackberries and
other thorny climbing plants, makes the work difficult, something
that was unanimously deplored by excavators over the decades.
Alongside spiky thorns this creates serious problems as to the
preservation and presentation of excavated structures. Uncovered
architectural elements and excavation areas are amazingly rapidly
overgrown. The plant roots threaten to burst through the walls.
The wealth of water to which the sanctuary owes this thicket
causes further difficulties. Since Antiquity, the groundwater level
has risen. The ancient occupation layers are located in parts below
the groundwater level and can only be excavated using pumps.
This means considerable technical effort. But it also means that the
organic remains are particularly well preserved. In the constantly
soaked soil wooden pieces which decay very rapidly in earth were
outstandingly preserved.

Up until the 1950s, the marshy ground increased the risk of
falling ill with malaria (marsh fever). Theodor Wiegand, who
supervised the excavations in the sanctuary
almost one hundred years ago, reported on
the “highly unhealthy climate because of
the marshes that surround it [the temple of
Hera]”. Because of the danger of infection,
he and his collaborators resided in Tigani
and commuted daily from there to the
excavation – which was possible in good
weather conditions with a sailing boat,
but when there was no wind, they had a
long walk. A Roman altar that was found
approximately one kilometre away from
the Heraion shows that Theodor Wiegand
faced a well-known problem here. It was
dedicated to the god of fever.

As a result of the great underground storage capacity, the wells
in the ancient sanctuary still yielded water even during periods
of drought. The price for this high supply reliability was the
steady threat of the area to flooding. Today, the Imbrasos river
reaches the sea about 600 m west of the sanctuary. Stratigraphic
investigations display that in the past its branches traversed
the site. River deposits also attest to flooding events. Walls were
erected during Antiquity in an attempt to contain the waters.

HERODOTUS DESCRIBED THE HERA TEMPLE AS
BEING THE GREATEST TEMPLE IN GREECE.
The only column that is still upright was
originally twice as high.
Photo: Archaeological Society of Athens

WOODEN STATUETTE OF HERA DATED TO THE 7TH CENTURY BC FROM
THE HERAION OF SAMOS. Due to favourable preservation conditions

the excavations there have yielded wooden instruments and figures.
Photo: Hellner
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GIS MAPPING reveals the hydraulic
infrastructure of the sanctuary. As
part of its documentation published
reports as well as excavation diaries,
photographs and drawings from the
DAI archives were analysed. Plan: Fuchs

PANORAMA

Photo: Fuchs

ON THE WAY TO THE READING OF A
MEASURING PROBE … Photo: Dreher

FOR HYDROLOGICAL ANALYSES MEASURING PROBES
were placed in the river course and in wells for data collection.
Photo: Fuchs

HEAVILY SINTERED TERRACOTTA
PIPELINES attest to the water supply of
the sanctuary. Photo: Fuchs

The complex subsoil is likely to be the reason for the demolition
of the first monumental temple of the sanctuary. After its erection
around 575 BC the temple was abandoned at the latest thirty years
later because of foundation damage. Its architectural elements
were re-used in the foundations of the successor temple building.
Before this temple was built, the course of the Imbrasos river
was moved to the west. The second monumental temple in the
Samian Heraion was described by the ancient historian Herodotus
as being “the greatest temple in Greece”. The only column which
is still in an upright position, at half of its original height, provides
an impression of the huge building which was erected here
on marshy subsoil.
Archaeologists from the DAI Athens, hydraulic engineers and
geohydrologists investigated the water management in the
ancient Heraion. They analysed the groundwater conditions and
studied the many hydraulic facilities such as wells, pipelines and
channels in the sanctuary. The focus was on the historical development of the water supply and the water disposal systems
and on issues related to the particular significance of water in the
sanctuary – which was used not only for the supply of visitors but
also during purification ceremonies and libations.

In the interdisciplinary research project “Water and cult in
the Heraion of Samos” (“Wasser und Kult im Heraion von
Samos”) scientists of the Athens Department of the German
Archaeological Institute, the laboratory for Hydrology and
Water Management at the Technical University of Applied
Sciences Lübeck and the Institute for Geosciences of the
Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz studied the hydrological system and the development of water-economic and
hydraulic facilities in the entire area of the sanctuary and the
incorporation of water into rituals. The project was funded by
the German Research Foundation (DFG).
https://www.dainst.org/project/2378042

The data from the water level monitoring is accessible here
here: https://openmeteo.org/

SURVEY WORKS AT A TRIBUTARY OF THE IMBRASOS RIVER.
Photo: Fuchs
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Scientists developed a hydrological model that makes it possible to simulate the groundwater levels in the sanctuary. On
the basis of this model various scenarios can be played out by
changing factors like e.g. precipitation amounts, changes in
vegetation and sea level fluctuations that help to visualise past
situations. This is also helpful for the development of a modern
flood protection concept for the archaeological site. For the
calculations, measuring probes were placed in different locations
of the Imbrasos and also in water-bearing wells in the sanctuary,
which continuously registered the water level. The measurement
data reveal the impacts that lead to a rise in water level in the
Heraion. In addition, water samples were taken in different places
on Samos island, in order to identify the origin and quality of the
water in the sanctuary.

The investigations made clear that the antique water management in the sanctuary was based on a sophisticated system. In
addition to various water pipelines and channels, a total of 50
wells could be identified in the sanctuary. In almost 80 % of
the cases these are simple shaft wells, which provide access to
local groundwater. Alongside this type of well, which is attested
since the 10th century BC, a second well type emerged in the
mid-7th century BC, which is so far known only from the Heraion
and which lasted for only a short time. In contrast to normal shaft
wells, the water in this type of well is in a constant flow, entering
the well through permeable openings in its sole and walls
and exiting it via an outlet and a connected channel that lies
beneath the local groundwater table.

At the latest from Hellenistic times on the Heraion was also
supplied by terracotta pipelines conducting fresh water from a
source about three kilometres away. From an elevated container
in the sanctuary the water was further distributed across the site
in a multi-level process.
The analysis of the hydraulic facilities in the sanctuary also
revealed that the structures which hitherto had been interpreted
as cisterns are not at all related to the water supply of the
Heraion. In most of these buildings grape must was collected
instead of water. The basins were part of wine presses in which
wine was produced during Late Antiquity.

DR. JOACHIM HEIDEN
has been supervising the
excavation in the Heraion of
Samos since 2014.
Photo: Geske

JOHANNA FUCHS
has been working in the
Heraion of Samos since 2012.
Photo: Geske
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INTO THE REALM OF THE DEAD PERSEPHONE (Roman: Proserpina) was abducted by the god of the underworld on his chariot. Her mother Demeter
(Roman: Ceres), goddess of fertility and harvest, became so sad about this that the earth dried up. Hades (Roman: Pluto) had to agree that Persephone
would from then on live part of the year on earth and part of the year on earth – which was summer – and part of the year – which was winter – with him
in the underworld. The abduction of Persephone was a popular scene on ancient sarcophagi as on this Roman sarcophagus dated to the 3rd century AD.
Photo: D-DAI-ROM-62.808

In the Realm of the Dead
For many the way in which past societies dealt with death and
with their dead exercises a great fascination. The concepts of the
afterlife in ancient Egypt, Greek funerary rites, Roman tombs and
large-scale necropolises attest to the position occupied by death
and burial during Antiquity.
Various aspects of sepulchral culture from early societies are
investigated in several DAI projects. These projects cover the

More is visible from above …
Archaeological data are not only generated by
carrying out excavations. Prior to an excavation
preliminary work is carried out, so-called surveys.
These also include aerial photographs using
UAV systems (UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle),
also known as drones.
O U R T I T L E P I C T U R E shows a fully automated drone (at left)
prior to its start in Öcsöd, Hungary. The aerial photographs are
completed by additional geophysical investigations, scientific soil
analyses and the analysis of satellite images – invariably in collaboration with specialists. The most varied modern technologies
are used to collect the most diverse data which yield rich information that makes it possible to write
or complete the history of a site or a region. Read more about the implementation of innovative
technologies from page 36. Photo: Höhler-Brockmann

MUMIFIED MONKS in the necropolis of
the monastery of St. Paulos / Deir el-Bachît
(6th-10th century AD) in Thebes-West (Egypt).
Excavations have been carried out at the
monastery of St. Paulos since 2017 as part of
a cooperation project between the Cairo
Department of the DAI and the Institute for
the Study of Ancient Culture at the Austrian
Academy of Sciences in Vienna.
Photo: F. Oppitz © DAI/ÖAW

study of burial architecture and grave goods as well as the search
for the causes of disease and death and the analysis of tomb
inscriptions.
Archaeological research meets the realm of the dead in many
different ways.
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Yemeni Museums at Risk

Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts

War in Yemen not only led to a humanitarian disaster, it also destroyed the cultural heritage of

Theodor Wiegand Gesellschaft e. V.

Yemen. The project Yemeni Museums at Risk aims to safeguard and archive museum objects in

Wissenschaftszentrum Bonn

Yemen and is dedicated to the preservation of Yemeni museum inventories which are threatened

Ahrstraße 45, 53175 Bonn

by the effects of war and by pillaging as well as by problems related to the adequate storage of the
objects in a war situation. This applies more particularly to the almost 140,000 objects that make

Delia Schulz

up the collection of the national museum in Sana’a. This collection is in acute danger because of

Tel.: +49 228 30 20

the war. The project helps the Yemeni Antiquities Authority (General Organisation of Antiquities

Fax: +49 228 30 22 70

and Museums) to reorganise its storage depots, to appropriately store the objects and to manage

twg@wzbonn.de

their archiving and digital documentation.
The digital archiving system not only makes it possible to track the objects on the international

Theodor Wiegand Gesellschaft

antiquities market but also promotes its long-term use for research purposes.
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By making a donation you can support the project Yemeni Museums at Risk and help to supply
Yemeni museum collaborators with necessary equipment and training courses.
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